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STELLINGEN

1. De conclusie van Colbourne et al. dat de opsplitsing tussen de carbonyl lone
pairs in het fotoelectron spektrum van mierezuuranhydride toegeschreven
moet worden aan een grote through bond interactie is onjuist.

D. Colbourne, D.C. Frost, CA. McDowell en N.P.C. Westwood, J. Electron
Spectr./4 (1978) 391.

Dit proefschrift.

2. De door Gough gegeven interpretatie van de asymmetrische verbreding van
alkali-multiplets in ESR spektra van tripelionen is onjuist.

T.E. Gough, J. Magn. Res. 26 (1977) 403.
C. Gooijer, D.M. de Leeuw en C. MacLean, J. Magn. Res. / 7 (1975) 46.

3. Door een onbegrensd vertrouwen in semi-empirische berekeningen komen
Bodor et al. ten onrechte tot een hernieuwde interpretatie van de fotoelec-
tron spektra van de cyclobutadiëen dimeren.

N. Bodoi, B.H. Chen en S.D. Worley, 1. Electr. Spectr. 4 (1974) 65.
R. Gleiter, E. Heilbronner, M. Hekman en H.D. Martin, Chem. Ber. 106 (1973)
28.

4. Daar een aantal van de experimenten die door Försterling en Kuhn in "Physi-
kalische Chemie in Experimenten, Ein Praktikum" op de beschreven wijze
niet uitvoerbaar zijn, dient het gebruik van dit boek ontraden te worden.

H.D. Försterling en H. Kuhn, Physikalische Chemie in Experimenten, Ein
Praktikum, Verlag Chemie, Weinheim, Duitsland, 1971.

5. De verklaring van Paquette et al. voor de verschillen in stereospecificiteit van
additie reakties van singlet zuurstof aan la,2,3,6,7,7a-hexahydro-A^-phenyl-
l,2a,6a-metheno-l//-cyclopropa[6]naphtalene-2,7-biimine-8,9-dicarboximide
en la,2)7,7a-tetrahydro-jV-phenyl-l,2a,6a-metheno-l//-cyclopropa[è]naph-
talene-2,7-biimine-8,9-dicarboximide is aan bedenkingen onderhevig.

L.A. Paquette, D.C. Liotta, C.C. Liao, T.G. Wallis, N. Eickman, J. Clardy en R.
Gleiter, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 98 (1976) 6413.

L.A. Paquette, C.C. Liao, R.L. Buison, R.E. Wingard Jr., C.N. Shih, J. Fayos
en J. Clardy, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 99 (1977) 6935.

6. Omdat de calorie als eenheid van energie vervangen is door de Joule ("sjoel")
dient een caloriemeter voortaan sjoelbak te heten.

7. Het aanvragen van overdrukjes louter om de postzegels schept valse ver-
wachtingen bij de auteur.

8. Het verdient aanbeveling discjockeys te vervangen door chips.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Molecules exhibit widely differing stabilities; some arc stabli- while

others have only a transitory existence. The lifetime of a molecule may

depend strongly on external conditions such as state of aggregation,

temperature and pressure. In order to distinghuish molecules according

to their lifetimes these factors should be specified. In an ultraviolet

photoelectron experiment molecules are usually studied at room

temperature, in the isolation of the gas pha-it? at a partial pressure of

about 0.1 Torr. In this thesis the attention is specifically focused on

transient species, i.e. molecules whose lifetin." is less than, say, a

few minutes under the conditions of a PE experiment.

A variety of atomic and molecular species has been detected by

radioastronomical methods in the circumstellar and interstellar space.

There is also a growing interest in those short-lived species which play

an important role in many upper atmospheric processes. For instance,

oxochlorides, such as CIO, are interesting in view of their role as in-

termediates in the reaction between atomic chlorine, generated from

halogenated hydrocarbons by interaction with solar UV radiation, and

ozone, which possibly causes a depletion of the ozone sphere [l]. To

understand these processes better the moJscules involved should also be

studied in the laboratory. Although they are relatively stable in the

upper atmosphere, under standard laboratory conditions they are often

short-live:!. In the last decennia both open-shell and closed-shell

transient species have been observed with optical spectroscopy [2],

microwave spectroscopy [3,4] and electron spin resonance [4]. These

studies illustrate the well-known important role of transients [5], not

only in interstellar and upper atmospheric processes, but also in

fundamental chemical reactions. In biological oxydations, for instance,

the transient 0 ( Ag) appears to be involved [6], These aspects and
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other studies, such as the discovery of the chemical laser, have

stimulated the spectroscopic investigation of transient, species.

To understand the chemical reactivity of transients, knowledge about

their molecular orbital energies is important. Because valence

electrons in particular are involved in chemical bonding, experimental

studies on ionization energies of electrons in valence molecular

orbitals can be worthwhile. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (PES)

has proved to be a suitable method to obtain these ionization energies

[7]. Although PE studies have been mainly concerned with stable

molecules, the application of the method to transient species has

evolved considerably the last few years. In this thesis the area of PE

spectroscopy of transients is explored further.

The interpretation of PE spectra often heavily depends on quantum-

chemical calculations. Especially for small molecules increasingly

reliable calculations can be performed at the ab initio level. The PE

spectra of molecules with a limited number of valence electrons often

exhibit clearly resolved bands which can then hopefully be assigned

unequivocally. In turn, PE spectra can give theoretically interesting

information, such as experimental values of ionization energies, spin-

orbit and Jahn-Teller splittings and, for open-shell molecules, exchange

splittings. Apart from quantum-chemical calculations, other approaches

can be useful for the interpretation of closely spaced PE bands.

Comparison of PE spectra of structurally related compounds is worthwhile

because ionization energies are expected to vary smoothly and in a

predictable manner as atoms are substituted within a molecule. This

approach is particular suited to distinghuish between specific orbital

interactions, such as "through-bond", "through-space" and "hyper-

conjugative" interactions [8]. However, in most series of structurally

related compounds, some have only a transitory existence. The study of

transient species can therefore provide a better insight in the

electronic structure of both the transients and the related stable

molecules.

The number of produced photoelectrons varies with the concentrations

of the species present in the ionization chamber. The main problem

encountered in the detection of transients is therefore the low steady-

state concentration with respect to their parent compounds. The PE
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spectra of molecules involved in the reaction winch generates the

transients should therefore overlap a.s little as possible with the

spectrum of the short-lived .-pecies.

Transient species can conveniently be generated outside the

ionization chamber in a relatively hnjh concentration by means of a

microwave discharge [rJ| or high temperature pyrolysis | KJ ) . During the

transportation to the ionization region the concentration ot the

transient is generally depleted due to secondaiy reactions. This

transportation problem can be alleviated by producing the transient as

closely as possible to the ionization chamber, by using a fast pumping

system and by minimizing secondary reactions. In view of the low

pressure encountered in the spectrometer sample inlet system {less than

1 Torr), the secondary reactions are mainly heterogeneous, i.e. they

take place at the walls. They can often be suppressed effectively by

using properly coated inlet systems. In the work described in this

thesis transient species were generated as closely as possible to the

ionization chamber through halogen atom-molecule abstraction reactions.

SUMMARY

In this thesis transient species are studied ,n the isolation of the

gas phase using ultraviolet nhotoelectron spectrosc ipy (PES). This

investigation was initiated for reasons discussed in chapter 1.

A description of the equipment used and a discussion of some

theoretical topics, which play a role in the interpretation of PE

spectra, are given in chapter 2. Koopmans' theorem, Hartree-Fock-Slater

(HFS) calculations and the sum rule are discussed successively.

Because commercial spectrometers are not oasily modified to permit

the study of transients, a versatile ultraviolet PE spectrometer,

designed specifically for this purpose, has been built. The construction

and performance of this instrument are described in chapter 3.

An important problem in the study of short-lived species is the low

steady-state concentration of the transient with respect to the parent

compound. Normally the PE spectrum of the parent compound is much more

intense than that of the transient. Often extensive overlap between the

PE spectra of parent compounds and transients prohibits detection of the

latter. Therefore a technique has been developed to measure PE spectra
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of transients without the interference of signals due to parent compounds.

A description of this method is given in chapter 4.

PE spectrometers are generally equipped with an open-ended

differentially pumped helium lamp. Molecular oxygen has appeared to

diffuse into the lamp from the ionization chamber. This experimental

situation has given rise to extra bands in the PE spectrum of atomic-

oxygen and has initiated a PE study of "partially autoionizing" excited

states of this atom as described in chapter 5.

A PE study of formic anhydride is presented in chapter b. This

molecule has been chosen to investigate its fluxional behaviour from its

PE spectrum. Formic anhydride is unstable although not really short-

lived. It can be produced outside the ionization chamber and subsequently

be measured.

In chapter 7 it is shown that high concentrations of fluorine,

chlorine and bromine atoms can be obtained in the virtual absence of

other compounds in the ionization chamber of a PE spectrometer if

appropriate wall coatings are used in the sample inlet system.

Many species of potential interest have considerably shorter life-

times than e.g. formic anhydride. In order to measure their PE spectra

they must be generated in situ in the spectrometer. Halogen atom-

molecule abstraction reactions are found particularly useful for this

purpose as demonstrated in chapters 8, 9 and 10 by the detection of

PE spectra of the SF2, SBr., and SeX,, (X=F, Cl, Br) molecules respectively.

Before these studies were carried out the chemistry of SBr, and SeF was

completely uninvestigated. This work presents their first positive

identification. To assign the PE spectra, semi-empirical and, at a

higher level of sophistication, HFS calculations have been performed on

the molecules studied. Their PE spectra are compared with those of

related compounds. The study of these molecules provides better insight

in the electronic structure of AB.> molecules with twenty valence

electrons.
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Chapter 2

ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY: EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

INTRODUCTION

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is based on the principle of the

photoelectric effect. This effect has first been explained by Einstein

in 1905. When light of sufficient small wavelength impinges on a

molecule, photoionization may occur, thereby releasing an electron:

M + hv -+ M + e (1)

Only if hv exceeds the binding energy photoionization can take place.

The process is governed by the law of energy conservation; any energy

in excess of the ionization energy, IE, appears as kinetic energy of

the photoelectron:

hv = IE + (2)

This relationship holds as long as the velocity v of the photoelectron

is small compared with the light velocity c. In order to conserve

momentum all excess energy must be taken up by the photoelectron. The

kinetic energy of the positive ion is neglected in equation (1) in view

of the large mass of the ion with respect to that of the photoelectron.

PES involves the measurement of kinetic energies, relative numbers and

angular distributions of the product photoelectrons. In this thesis

attention is focussed on the first two aspects. By subtracting the

kinetic energies of the photoelectrons from the incident photon energy

the appropriate ionization energies are obtained.

Other methods to obtain ionization energies of electrons, such"as

photoionization yield and electron impact studies, are essentially

threshold techniques: changes in concentrations of product charged

species are measured as a function of the incident photon or electron

energy. However, especially the detection of ionization processes from



inner orbitals is often obscured by other processes, in particular

autoionization [lj. Therefore these methods often fail to produce

accurate experimental values of lonizatton energies of inner shel]

electrons. Because PES is essentially a non-threshold tociuu quo tnose

problems are largely avoided.

PES is usually divided into two are.is, ultraviolet photoi;lectron

spectroscopy (UPS or PES), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS or

ESCA), depending on the type of irradiation used. In ESCA (Electron

Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis) quanta with an energy of about

1000 eV are used and attention is usually focussed on core electrons.

XPS has been mainly applied to solid materials. Especially photo-

electrons can be studied which escape from the material without energy

loss. For most materials the escape depth for these electrons, with

kinetic energies upto 1000 eV, is 20-100 8. Therefore XPS is

particularly suited as a surface technique. Because inner electrons

hardly participate in chemical bonding the positions of peaks m a XPS

spectrum is characteristic for the kind of atoms involved; hence XPS

can be used for elemental analysis. Moreover, because core electrons

undergo small but detectable changes in binding energy as their

environment is changed, structural deductions can be made from XPS

spectra. XPS has been developed in Sweden by the group of Siegbahn

[2,3]. Two textbooks exclusively dealing with XPS on solids [4] and

gases [5] have been published.

By using ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, commonly abbreviated

as PES, ionization energies can be measured of valence electrons only.

Normally the molecules of interest are studied in the gas phase. Because

the natural linewidth of the exciting radiation usually increases with

increasing energy, photons are utilized with just sufficient energy to

ionize th= valence electrons (300-600 X). Apart from ionization energies

often additional information about the electronic structure and bonding

can be obtained from the PE spectrum. For instance, from resolved

vibrational fine structure, Franck-Condon factors can be derived. PES

has been developed in the early 1960's by two groups, one of Turner

[6,7] in the United Kingdom, the other of Vilesov [8] in Leningrad.

Turner et al. have introduced the intense and practically monochromatic

He(I) line source (584 A) which since then has been extensively used.
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In 1970 Price has applied the He(II) resonance line at 304 8, which

permit study of the inner valence electrons [9]. Three textbooks deal

exclusively with PES [1,10,11].

This thesis is concerned with the application of PES to small

molecules in order to obtain information about chemical bonding through

an accurate determination of valence ionization energies.

EXPERIMENTAL

The PE spectra presented in this tnesis were measured, unless

* )otherwise stated, on a Vacuum Generators Esca 3 spectrometer . The

analyser region was pumped by a 5 inch Edwards EO4 oil diffusion pump,

capable of a displacement of 600 rTorr' 1/sec (from about 10 Torr). The

open-ended helium lamp was differentially pumped by a 3 inch Edwards

E02 oil diffusion pump (displacement 150 1/sec). A two-stage Edwards

ED 330 rotary pump (capacity 330 1/min) was used as a common backing

pump. In this and other rotary pumps Shell Talpa 30 oil was used; this

oil is a reasonable compromise between price and chemical inertness.

Under the conditions of the experiment the pressure in the sample inlet

tube varied between 0.05 and 0.2 Torr while the pressure in the

analyser region was maintained at about 5 H 10 Torr.

Photoelectrons were separated according to their kinetic energies in

a hemispherical electrostatic analyser with a mean radius of 9 cm. This

type of analyser has first order, double focusing properties which

means that, if the resolution is expanded in a power series of the

entrance angle a of the photoelectron, the term in a vanishes. Moreover,

simultaneous focussing in more than one plane occurs. The analyser was

thoroughly coated with colloidal graphite (Dag 580, Acheson) for

protection against chemical attack, to reduce the background of scattered

electrons and to enhance the resolution. Nevertheless, because analyser

and ionization chamber were placed in the same housing, which could not

differentially be pumped, the analyser was often attacked by several

corrosive vapours studied. Despite the graphite coating this phenomenon

then led to a rapid deterioration of resolution combined with a

A grant for the purchase of the ESCA 3 spectrometer from the
Netherlands Foundations for Chemical Research (SON) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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relatively high background of scattered electrons. Stray magnetic fields

were eliminated by shielding the analyser with ;. metal . The an.ilyoer

v/as usually operated at 5 oV pass onotT/. The .spectra were measured in

a single sweep mode through variation of tin: potential U fference

between the grounded ionization chamber and the tuTni spher" voltage.i,

while keeping the voltage across the hemispheres constant. Normally

entrance and exit slit widths of 2 mm were user) to obtain high

sensivity combined with a reasonable resol. vni',1 power. Tin1 resolution

was typically 35-50 meV as measured (FWIIM) for the argon ''P , , ̂  peak

under the conditions of the experiment, using lie (I) radiation. The

latter was produced by means of a direct current or microwave discharge

in pure helium. The helium was passed through a zeolite trap cooled

with liquid nitrogen prior to the discharge, to increase He(I) light

intensity (estimated as about 10 photons/sec.). Photoelectrons were

detected using a Mullard B 419 BL channeltron; they were subsequently

pulse counted.

The spectra were recorded in a convenient differential form. Relative

intensities of PE peaks in spectra presented in this thesis have no

absolute meaning because the transmission of the analyser appeared to

change during the experiments, due to contamination cf slits and

hemispheres. The energy scale of PE spectra was calibrated against known

ionization energies of calibration gases such as Ar, CO and N. for two

reasons. First, deviations from linearity can occur and secondly only

positions relative to the reference peaks are meaningful because the

absolute peak positions are subject to surface charging effects and

pressure shifts [12].

Transient species were generated in a microwave discharge. The inlet

system of the spectrometer was modified to feed the products of the

discharge directly into the ionization chamber. A detailed description

of the methods used for the production and detection of transient

species and of the modifications to the spectrometer inlet system is

given in chapters 4 and 6.

INTERPRETATION OF AN ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM

The analysis of a PE spectrum consists of assigning each band to an

electronic state of the molecular ion and identifying the molecular
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orbital from which electrons are ejected. Features employed for this

purpose are analysis of the Franck-Condon envelope of the spectral band,

which is especially useful if vibrational structure is resolved, of the

relative intensities and changes thereof if the frequency of the

exciting radiation is varied, of tho angular distributions of the

photoelectrons and of the correlation with PE spectra of related

compounds. A detailed description of these phenomena and of the

obtainable information can be found in textbooks [1,11). For an

assignment of PE spectra quantum chomir-.a calculations are known to be

useful. Standard semi-empirical calculations (viz. CNDO/2 and CNDO/S

[13,14]) and, on a higher level of sophistication Hartree-Fock-Slater

(HFS) calculations have been performed for the molecules studied in

this thesis. A brief description of the HI'S method will be giveri. Also

application of the sum rule can give useful clues to band assignments.

Although this rule is extensively used, the underlying assumptions

have sometimes not been well recognized. Therefore the scope of this

rule is discussed. Because of its general use and its importance to the

application of the sum rule, attention is first focused on Koopmans'

theorem.

(a) KOOPMANS' THEOREM

PE spectra provide information on ionization energies. Koopmans has

shown how, under certain assumptions, these ionization energies can be

related to energies of orbitals of the neutral molecules [15].

The electronic structure of molecules can be described using the

self-consistent-field (SCF) model in which the electrons are treated

separately as moving in the electrostatic field produced by the fixed

nuclei and the averaged interactions with the other electrons.

The many-electron wavefunction can be expanded in a sum of anti-

symmetrized products of a complete set of one-electron functions (or

orbitals/. The best known orbitals are the Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals

which are defined as those orthogonal orbitals which minimize the

expectation value of the energy if only one determinantal wavefunction

is used in the expansion. The familiar one-electron HF equations then

result:
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(3)

in which f(l) represents the (Hartree-)Fock operator:

-Z n. 4,.*(2) J. (2)

f (1, - - i V (1) + I - H + I :
 3 3 3 ^2

In 12

n . ^ . * (2) P '(• . (2)

-J. 5(ms ,ms ) / ——^—p dt2 (4)
j i 12

The E.. are Lagrangian multipliers which preserve orthogonality

amongst the orbitals. The orbitals are not uniquely determined because,

if the orbitals are subjected to a unitary transformation, both the

total many electron wavefunction and the form of the HF equations remain

unaltered. The canonical set of orbitals is defined as the set which

diagonalizes the Lagrangian multiplier matrix. The resulting raatrix

elements e.. represent the orbital energies e.. Xoopmans' theorem states

that if the orbitals remain unchanged after one electron lias been

removed, the "frozen orbital" approximation, the ionization energy is

equal to the negative value of the HF molecular orbital energy. Koopmans

has shown that the canonical set of HF orbitals must be chosen, at least

for the lowest ionic state of each symmetry. Extension to excited ionic

states has been theoretically justified by Newton [16].

Apart from relativistic effects, deviations from Koopmans' theorem

are due to the neglect of relaxation and correlation effects. The

relaxation or reorganization error is caused by the "frozen orbital"

approximation. Commonly, the orbitals are not identical in the molecule

and positive ion. Therefore, based on the variational principle, Koop-

mans' ionic state will lie above the true ionic state. The calculated

ionization energy will thus be too large. This error can be eliminated

by performing ASCF calculations, in which the total energies of the ion

and molecule are first calculated separately, preferably at the HF limit,

and then subtracted to obtain the ionization energy.

The correlation error in Koopmans' theorem originates from the use

of the HF model. The Coulomb term in this model represents the

electrostatic interaction with the averaged charge density. However, the

electronic motions are correlated. Although the Coulomb term accounts
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for the longe range portion of the Coulomb interaction, it does not

allow for the short range instantaneous repulsion between the electrons.

In the HF model this correlation effect is completely neglected for

electrons of different spin and is taken into account for electrons of

the same spin only approximately by the exchange term. However, the

exchange term is a direct consequence of the antisymmetry restriction,

not of the physical origin of correlation i.e. the; instantaneous

Coulomb repulsion. The correlation energy is the difference between the

true energy and the HF limit energy; it increases with an increasing

number of electrons. Since the ion lias less electrons than the parent

molecule the correlation energy in the ion will generally be lower than

in the parent molecule. This neglect of correlation energy causes

ionization energies calculated in the HF limit usually to be too small.

Correlation can be taken into account by extensive configuration inter-

action, i.e. in the expansion of the total wavefunction more than one

determinantal wavefunction is included. However, individual orbitals

have then no longer any physical meaning and Koopmans1 theorem cannot be

applied. Ionization energies are therefore obtained by subtracting

calculated total energies for both the molecule and the positive ion

separately.

The reorganization energy appears in general to be larger than the

difference in correlation energies between the ion and the molecule.

Therefore Koopmans' calculated ionization energies normally exceed the

observed ones. Of course this is only true if the calculation is

performed at the HF limit. Calculated ionization energies are then

often reduced by a rather arbitrary, but customary S% in a purely

empirical manner.

(b) HARTREE-FOCK-SLATER CALCULATIONS

As an aid in the interpretation of PE spectra quantum-chemical

calculations are known to be useful. Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS)

calculations have been performed for the molecules studies in this

work using the programme developed by Baerends et al. [17,18].

This method has been chosen because experimental and calculated

ionization energies usually correspond to within 1 eV. Moreover

experimental and calculated differences between ionization energies

typically agree to 0.1-0.3 eV which is in many cases
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suffix jnt f<">i* an unambiguous assignment of PE spectra. Reliable HFS

calculations can be performed for both small and moderately large

molecules. Because detailed descriptions can be found in references

[17,18], only an outline of the method is given.

The one-electron HFS equations

1 2 ~Zn
h if (1) = { - j V (1) + In 7 — + f P(r2)/|c2-r1 jdr2

In

-3a[(3/8TT)p(l)]1/3} J>. (1)

can be derived by applying the variational principle to the statistical

total energy. This energy is obtained by replacement of the exchange

term in the expression for the HF total energy by the Slater (or Xa)

exchange term

yx[(3/87i)p(l)]w (6)

The HFS equations have the important advantage over the HF equations

that the electron moves in a potential of an essentially local character.

Numerical integration schemes are indicated for solving the eigenvalue

equations (5). In the programme of Baerends et al. a numerical method

introduced by Ellis and Painter [19-20] has been incorporated. The

eigenfunctions are expanded in a finite set of basis functions

{u.}._. centred on the atoirs:

<(>. = y n C. . u . . (7)
i L • , Ji 3

Basis sets of STO's of essentially double zeta quality or better are

used. A discrete set of sample points is generated around each nucleus.

It has its maximum density close to the nucleus, where the largest

variations in electron density occur, and falls off with increasing

distance. Solutions of the HFS equations are then found by solving the

familar secular equation
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in which the matrix elements are i;.; i :•-. i:. Wf i ' ) ) : ! " 1 " ' m a n i t i o n : .

;, (V

Ik W(

w ( r ) i s a p o s i t i v e w e i q l i t . f u n c t i o n . m i t i n ' :..imni.it i o n i

d i s c r e t e s e t o f s a m p l e p o i n t s . H u w i ' v i - r , c i l c u l a t i u n o : i.

h a m p e r e d b e c a u s e t h e v a l u e o f t h e C o u l o m b p o t e n t i l l m u s t

e a c h s a m p l e p o i n t r , _ .

I " 1 k n t . w i i - i t

ill)

Expansion of the electron density m products -jf basis orbitals Ii.'v3s

to evaluation of time consuming "three centre" integrals. Trie cs^avv

density is therefore expanded in a set of auxiliary functions, cer.tn-d

on each nucleus, thus eliminating the "three centre" nitenrals.

In the calculations the core, for which best HK orbitals given by

Clementi and Roetti are used [21|, is kept frozen. For the wavefunction

describing the valence electrons, variational freedom is preserved. Tne

HFS equations can now be solved unti 1 self consistency is achieved. The

rapid convergence of properties, such as orbital energies, with the

number of sample points leads to a considerably saving of computing time.

The only adjustable constant is the exchange scaling parameter i.

This parameter has been chosen as 0.7 [22| and this value is used

throughout the calculations. Because a is essentially treated as a

constant the HFS method can be viewed as an ab-initio technique.

In the HF scheme ionization energies are usually obtained by

application of Koopmans' theorem [15]; ionization energies are taken

equal to the negative value of the orbital energies:

= E(n.=0) - E(n. = l (12)

In the HFS method the orbital energies are partial derivates cf t"he

statistical total energy, E , with respect to the occupation number |23
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A similar equation holds in the UK scheme

> = "K /"in '14)
j UK j

B e c a u s e E , c o n t r a r y t o E , i l o e : ; n o t i e p i . n l l i n e a r l y m i t h e o c c u l t i o n

n u m b e r s K o o p u m n s 1 t h e o r e m i s n o t I J I J I !. i c . i l . ) e m t h e \\l-'S m e t h o i . H o w e v e r ,

t h e i o i i i z a t i o n e n e r g y o f a n e l e c t r o n 1 1 , t n c i ' t n o r i , i ' . i l - \ i ; . i . e

c o n v e n i e n t l y e x p a n d e d i n a T a y l o r ; U T I " : - . . i l . r n i t t h e r e f e r e n c e i ^ o i n t

n , . = 1 / 2 ,

IE. = E(n ,=0) -E(n =1

(15)

Cutting off this expansion after the first two terms leads to what

Slater first introduced as the transition state metnod:

IE. = -O-'E >/'ln.) ,/,--• I" = '/-) (10)
l T in.=1/2 l l

The transition state method has the important advantage over the use

of Koopmans' theorem in the HF method that orbital relaxation is included

to a large extent [24 ]. HFS calculated lonization energies are

comparable with or slightly better than those calculated with the ASCF

method.

(c) THE SUM RULE

The sum rule states that the sum of all eigenvalues of a secular

equation, (A-XI)X=0 is equal to 5̂  A , the sum of the diagonal matrix

elements. The sum rule is valid under the neglect of deviations due to

non-orthogonality of the localized set of basis orbitals chosen. Within

the composite molecule approach, molecular orbitals are then constructed

from orbitals localized on fragments from which the molecule in thought

to be composed (LO's).
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The sum of the MO energies is then equal to the sum of the LO energies.

If a molecule contains one or more symmetry elements, the sum rule is

also valid for the orbitals belonging to a certain irreducible

representation of the molecular point group. For instance, if a planar

molecule is formed, the LO's on the fragments are chosen symmetrical or

antisymmetrical with respect to the molecular plane and MO's with the

same symmetry properties can be formed. The sum rule is not only valid

for the total sum but also for both TI- and o-partial sums.

The sum rule is defined in terms of orbital energies. By assuming

the validity of Koopmans1 theorem [15| the rule can be applied to

ionization energies. Koopmans1 theorem is used to obtain both MO and

LO energies from experimental ionization energies. Therefore deviations

from Koopmans1 theorem can affect both the MO and LO sums separately.

Agreement between the experimental MO and LO sums of ionization energies

is no proof for the validity of Koopmans' theorem. It only means that

deviations from Koopmans' theorem contribute equally in both MO and LO

sums.

The sum rule has first been used by Kimura et al. [25] to test the

assignments of PE spectra of alkylhalogenides. Since then the rule has

been extensively used. Ionization energies of o-type orbitals usually

extend beyond the range accessible with He(I) radiation. Therefore in

practice the use of the sum rule is restricted to the partial ir-sum of

molecules with a mirror plane. However, the application of the sum rule

is then hampered because an estimate of the mutual inductive effects on

the empirical LO energies has appeared to be crucial [26]. For those

molecules where each fragment contributes a doubly occupied LO to a

certain partial sum there is essentially complete cancellation of mutual

inductive effects. For known LO energies this approach is found useful.

For instance the F_CO molecule can be formed from a CO molecule and two

fluorine atoms. The partial 7i-sum is then calculated as 51.74 eV, i.e.

two times 17.42 eV, the first ionization energy of the fluorine atom,

augmented with 16.9 eV, the vertical ionization energy of the first

•n band in the PE spectrum of CO [10]. This LO partial ir-sum is in good

agreement with the experimental 7r-sum of 51.60 eV obtained from the

F2CO PE spectrum [27]. Often the molecule of interest can be formed in

a hypothetical reaction of molecules or atoms from which the assigned



PE spectra have been published. As first noticed by E. Nagy-Felsobuki

et al. [28] the formation of bromamine, NH Br, can serve as an example \

(all values in eV) I

(
CH NH + CII Hr - CH HI, * Uti }Br hXPTI.

a": 30.07 + 2b.10 - 27.7G • 23.41 28.20

Because these molecules belong to different-, noh'culrir point, groups

partial sums can be considered only of orbitals with a common symmetry

element. In this example the orbitals are chosen symmetrical or anti-

symmetrical with respect to the molecular plane. For instance, ethane

exhibits a staggered geometry (D symmetry) with a la la^^ 2a^
2 4 2 4

2a_ le 3a, le electronic ground state. The partial Tr(a") sum is
2u u lg g

taken as the sum of the ionization energies from the le en le MO's.

Because the PE bands corresponding to these MO's are split into two

components by Jahn-Teller interactions, the mean ionization energies are

used. All molecules involved in this "reaction" contribute a doubly

occupied LO to the partial a" sum. Therefore there is no need to correct

these partial sums for mutual inductive effects.

It is important to notice that LO energies should not change on

incorporation of the fragment, to which the LO belongs, into the

molecule. Therefore changes in fragment geometry or changes in the

composition of the LO, such as d-orbital participation, should not occur

or should be compensated for in the empirical LO energy. Effects due to

geometry changes can often be fairly well estimated by semi-empirical

calculations. The benzene molecule for instance can be formed from three

deformed acetylene units. Deformation of the acetylene molecule to the

geometry of the fragmented benzene moiety changes the first TT-

ionization energy of acetylene, 11.4 eV [10], by 1.3 eV according to

CNDO/S calculations. The obtained partial i-sum of 30.3 eV (3* (11.4-1.3))

is in good agreement with the experimental partial Tr-sum of benzene,

30.5 eV (2 *lE l e + IEJ [11])-
elg a2u

The use of the sum rule for ionization energies is empirically

justified. The partial and total sums obtained from the empirical LO

energies are usually in good agreement with the sum of the measured

corresponding molecular ionization energies. Therefore the application
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of the sum rule to distinguish between assignments of PE spectra is

worthwhile.
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Chapter 3

A VERSATILE ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER DESIGNED FOR THE

STUDY OF TRANSIENT SPECIES

INTRODUCTION

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has been mainly applied

to compounds which are sufficiently stable and volatile (partial vapour

pressure of at least 0.01 Torr) at room temperature |l]. In recent years

interest has grown considerably in the study of compounds which have

appreciable volatility at elevated temperatures only and in the study

of reactive and transient species. Results of these studies are

summarized in references [2] and [3]. In order to conduct these

experiments successfully, advanced experimental techniques are required.

Commercially available spectrometers are not easily modified to permit

these studies. Therefore a versatile spectrometer specifically designed

to study transient species was constructed. In this chapter design

considerations, construction and operation of the spectrometer are

discussed subsequently. Finally a preliminary account of its performance

is given.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In the design of a spectrometer suitable for the study of transient

species the following criteria need to be considered.

(a) Se.YU>JJXvi£y and tlteotution: The spectrometer should be capable of

high sensitivity combined with good resolution (preferably better than

25 meV under the conditions of the PE experiment) over the entire range

of electron kinetic energies (up to 21.2 eV for He(I) radiation). The

concentration of transient species in the spectrometer ionization

chamber is often low, perhaps as small as 1-10% of the concentrations of

stable compounds present at the same time. Especially for these studies,

high sensitivity, low background due to scattered electrons, and a good



signal to noise ratio are vitally important.

(b) F&!>t pumping itji>tan: Transient species arc usually produced outside

the ioni-ation chamber. During their transportation to the ionization

region the concentration will bo depleted due to both natural lifetime

and secondary reactions. A fast pumpinq system is an essential

requirement to alleviate this transportation problem. An additional

advantage of a fast pumping system is the short pump-down time of the

spectrometer after exposure to air.

(c) loilization clwmbQA and iamplc inict bljitcm: Transient species can

conveniently be produced by such diverse means as microwave discharges,

high temperature pyrolysis and atom-molecule abstraction reactions.

In view of their short lifetime they must be produced as closely as

possible to the ionization region. The spectrometer should therefore

have a versatile sample inlet system and unrestricted access to the

ionization chamber. Frequently, the corrosive vapours used cause

contamination which can lead to a deterioration of resolution. The

ionization chamber should therefore be easy to clean and corroded parts,

such as slits, should be easily replacable.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPECTROMETER

Because the spectrometer should be as versatile as possible a modular

construction was chosen. To prevent contamination of the analyser and

detector, separate housings were made for both these systems and for the

ionization chamber. To obtain a large pumping speed in the sample inlet

tube, the ionization chamber is built directly on top of a high-vacuum

pump. Most vacuum seals are effected by viton O-rings and bolts are used

where necessary. The spectrometer is shown in figure 1 and two vertical

cross-sections are presented in figure 2. The main components, viz.

analyser, light source, ionization chamber, sample inlet tube, detection

scheme and pumping system will be discussed separately. Because magnetic

shielding is an important aspect in the design of the spectrometer this

will be discussed first.

Magnetic ihielxiing: Low energy electrons are extremely sensitive to

magnetic fields. In fact, without eliminating the earth1magnetic field,

spectra can hardly be measured at all. To obtain a good resolution,



Figure 1. General view of the spectrometer



PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER

Figure 2. Two vertical cross-sections of the spectrometer

4
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unwanted static magnetic and electromagnetic fields must be reduced;

this can be attempted by screening the entire spectrometer with high

permeability material (u-metal). The method has disadvantages in the

sense that nearly every modification of the system, which is often

necessary in the study of transients, should demand cutting and

reassembling of the y-metal shield. Therefore stray magnetic fields in

the analyser region are as much as possible compensated for by three

pairs of mutually perpendicular Helmholtz coils, the current through

which can be adjusted independently. The circular coils (mutual distances

and diameters of lm) are positioned symmetrically around the analyser

(figure 1). The residual earth magnetic field over the electron orbit is

estimated on the basis of a simple calculation as less than 10 mGauss.

Because in general magnetic field gradients cannot be compensated for

with the coils, they must be avoided as much as possible. The spectro-

meter is therefore built from aluminium in view of its favourable

magnetic properties and its relatively easy machining. The disadvantages

of aluminium, its large thermal expansion, which prevents baking out of

the spectrometer above temperatures of 60 C, and the relatively poor

resistance against chemical attack, are taken into the bargain. Residual

magnetic fields are eliminated through degaussing the spectrometer by

applying an alternating current through the Helmholtz coils during a few

hours.

To minimize the effects of earth-loops, the spectrometer and

electronic equipment are properly earthed. Moreover, to prevent the

formation of induced loops all supporting frames, such as those of the

Helmholtz coils, are electronically interrupted.

AnatiJ&eA: To choose type and dimensions of the analyser, it is important

to note that the theoretical resolution cannot account for the linewidths

actually observed in ultraviolet PE spectra [4,5]. The main factor which

limits the working resolution is charging-up, often caused by

contamination. This effect is pronounced in the study of transients

because often corrosive vapours are used. Localized micropotentials on

the analyser and slit apertures give rise to inhomogeneous surface

potentials, leading to an optimum working resolution of about 20 meV.

A 150 hemispherical electrostatic analyser was selected. The

energy dispersion properties and the focusing action have first been

discussed by Purcell [6] and have subsequently been developed by other
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researchers [7,8]. This type of analyser has several advantages. First,

it has a resolving power of almost twice that of a cylindrical selector

of the same radius. To obtain a comparable resolution relatively small

hemipheres can be used. No attempts have as yet been made to utilize

the Allen' box analyser, which offers a still better resolution |9| in

work on transients. Secondly, the 150 analyser accepts a relatively

large solid angle which permits transmission of a high energy flux.

Finally, it has first order doubly focusinq properties. This means that,

if the entrance angle is expressed as 15 (1+a) degrees and the

resolution is expanded in a power series of i, the term linear in a

vanishes. Moreover, simultaneous focusing in more than one plane occurs.

If aberration effects are neglected, the theoretical resolution of

the analyser can be approximated by [7,8]

A El/2 / E0 = W / 2 R 0 (1)

R^ is the mean of R and R , the radii of the inner and outer hemisphere

respectively; W is the width of the entrance and exit slits (assumed to

be equal); E is the energy of the focused electrons and AE ._ is the

linewidth (FWHM) of the PE line. If EQ = eV is the electron energy in

electron volts, then the potential difference between the hemispheres,

V „, required for focusing is given by:

V12 = V0 I(VV ~ ( W ] (2)

The potentials of the inner and outer hemispheres should be

Vj = V o [3 -2(RQ/R1)] (3)

and

V 2 = V Q [3 -2(RQ/R2)] ( 4 )

respectively. To obtain high sensitivity large slit widths should be

used. In view of the trade-off which exists between resolution and

sensitivity (equation (1)) large radii of the hemispheres, 9 and 11 cm,

were chosen.

The analyser was built within a cylindrical container (volume about



Figure 3. The hemispherical analyser and supporting flange.' The

hemispheres are coated with colloidal graphite. Alumina spacers are

used for insulation and positioning. Note the hole drilled for the exit

slit, the pumping ports and the perforated bolts.



Figure 4. The water cooled cold cathode direct current discharge lamp.

Figure fa. A copper sample inlet tube and the two slits, all coated with

colloidal graphite.
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20 1) as shown in figure 1. The hemispheres, presented in figure i, are

bolted to a supporting flange. The outer hemisphere possesses two

extensions with carefully drilled holes in order to facilitate

unambiguous alignment witli respect to the flange. Aluinin.i spacers are

used for insulation and for correct jwsiHomii'j of the hemispheres-;. The

entrance and exit slits, shown in figure (), are fitted into two circular

holes drilled under 15 in the central fianqo. Slat widths of '). '> and

1.0 mm are used leading to the desired tlicorotic.il resolution of about

15-30 meV. Hemispheres and slits are coated with coll- i<!al graphic-

(Dag 580, Acheson) to enhance the resolution, to uffer protection against

chemical attack and to reduce the background .iue to scattered electrons.

Isopropyl alcohol (p.a.) is used to dilute the Dag.

Viickci'lQC foitlp: The most widely used lig.-it source mi'KS is a .Uscharge

in pure helium because experimental conditions can be optimized to

produce predominantly the He(I) 584 A resonance radiation (He 1 s2p ( P) *

-* He Is ( S) ) . The lamp, shown in figure 4, consists of a cold

cathode direct current discharge. The design of the lamp (figure 2) is

as simple as possible; inside the lamp one Viton 0-ring only is used as

a vacuum seal. A discharge (50 mAmp, 500 Volt) is produced by applying

a high positive voltage to an insulated stainless steel tube, through

which the helium (technical grade, 99.9*) is passed. A home-built

stabilized high-tension power supply i_ used. To prevent discharge of

the helium in the inlet system, a PTFE supply tube of 1 m is used. The

produced radiation is collimated through an exit hole (length 2.5 cm;

i.d. 1-2 mm) in the water cooled front of the lamp, before passing into

the ionization chamber. The quartz capillary is fitted in a tube of

boron nitride in view of its thermal stability and insulating properties.

Although the lamp can be differentially pumped in order to maintain the

desired pressure in the ionization chamber, surprisingly this turned

out to be hardly necessary. As already found by S.T. Lee et al. [10],

at low discharge pressures the lamp produces low energy electrons which

are essentially unwanted in PES. The He(I) radiation intensity can be

enhanced by baking out the boron nitride tube and quartz capillary at

1000 C and by passing the helium through a zeolite trap, cooled with

liquid nitrogen, prior to the discharge. The intensity is estimated

from the measured number of photoelectrons, cross sections, pressure
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anJ the entrance anglo of the analyser, an about 10 photons/sec.

Ic'mzat ion cluvnbci a\id jaripCc uifef ii/item-. The ion nation iinrmr

sliown in figure 5, was constructed as a large box (dimensions 10 * 17 *

15 cm) in order to get unrestricted access. The holes drilled for the

sample inlet system and the lamp were carefully aligned with respect to

the entrance slit of the analyser. A viewing port is mounted opposite

the lamp to facilitate alignment of the sample inlet tube. This tube

presented in figu'.e 6, is usually made of quartz or pyrex. The dia-

meters of the tubes are chosen as large as possible to minimize wall

reactions. The limit (0 13 mm) is set by the size of the species

generator (e.g. tube furnace or microwave discharge cavity) and the

necessary high concentration of species m the lonization region. To

minimize charging-up effects the outside of the sample inlet tube is

coated with Dag and then earthed. Two holes !0 2-i mm) were drilled

diametrically in the tube to allow uninterrupted passage of the

radiation beam. Photoelectrons are selected which emerge perpendicular

to the light beam under 15 through a slot in the sample inlet tube

(width at least 2 mm) into the entrance slit of the analyser.

Detection 5(/i ton: A channeltron multiplier (Hul lard B419BL) is chosen

as a detector because of its low noise (approximately 0.01 count/sec),

high gain (about 10 ) and its insensitivity to exposure to air [11].

A Nuclear Enterprises NE 4660 module supplies the operating voltage

(about 3 kV). The multiplier is built on a stainless steel support in

a separate housing for easy access and to prevent chemical attack. The

housing is mounted on the central flange. Pumping holes were drilled

around the exit slit in the flange (figure 3). The channeltron pulses

(height 10 mV, width about 5 n sec.) are fed into a fast amplifier, a

fast discriminator (Nuclear Enterprises Ne 4634 and NE 4635

respectively) and then into a home-built counting system and ratemeter.

The electronic equipment is housed in a Nuclear Enterprises NE 4601

BIN. Spectra are measured by scanning the potential difference between

the hemispheres according to equations (3) and (4). This potential

difference provides the X-input, the ratemeter output provides the Y-

input of a Hewlett-Packard HP 7044 XY recorder. A multichannel analyser

(Nuclear Enterprises NE 4694) is on order and will soon be incorporated.
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Figure 5. The ionization chamber. Back and bottom are connected to the

analyser and Turbovac 200 respectively. The lamp can be mounted on the

left, the viewing port on the right.
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Pumping itjitcm: The analyser and ionization chamber are differentially

pumped by Leybold Hereaus Turbovac 450 ar.d 200 (capacity 450 and 200 1

sec ) pumps respectively. These turbo-nolecular pumps are backed by

Leybold Hereaus D30 A (TO m'/hour) ami DIG A (chemically resistant,

16 m /hour) rotary pumps filled with Loybold Hereaus chemically inert

"weiss 61". A Leybold Hereaus NW 100 LP pendulum-type gate valve is

situated between the ionization chamber and Die Turbovac 2U0. The

pressures in the analyser and ionization chambers are continuously

monitored by two Pi rani gauges and one hiijh vacuum ioni/.ation manometer

coupled to a common Leybold Hereaus combivac IT 20 pressure lndic^i-or.

Because the ionization manometer generates electrons which contribute

to the background, it is turned off during the experiments.

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE:

The spectrometer has now been in operation for about six months.

Because the performance can still be improved in some respects, only

preliminary results can be given.

The pumping system comes up to expectations. By virtue of the turbo-

molecular pumps, the spectrometer is pumped within half an hour from

atmospheric pressure to operating conditions. The ultimate pressures

in the ionization chamber and analyser are better than 10 and 10

Torr respectively. These pressures are maintained if the lamp is turned

on; on introduction of the sample gas they rise to about 10 and 10

Torr.

Experiments with argon as a test gas have been carried out. The best

resolution obtained so far using 0.5 mm slits is 24 meV with an
2

intensity of 20000 counts/sec on the P.. . peak (figure 7). If 1 mm

slits are used, more than 40000 counts/sec are measured with a

resolution of about 30 meV. The background, mainly due to electrons

emerging from the discharge lamp, is about 200 counts/sec. Methods to

reduce this value to about 5 counts/sec are being developed. The

resolution and sensitivity are reasonable. Further experiments such as

optimization of position and width of slits, are performed to enhance

resolution and sensitivity.

As far as transient species are concerned, at the moment spectra have
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only been measured of "microwave discharged" oxygen and hydrogen. Intense

spectra of well-known transients, i.e. electronically excited molecular

oxygen, 0 5 ( A ) [12], oxygen atoms [12,13| and hydrogen atoms [13],

have been obtained.

24 meV

157 15.8 15.9 16.0
IONIZATION ENERGY (eV)

Figure 7. He(I) Photo electron spectrum of Argon
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Chapter 4

A DOUBLE MODULATION TECHNIQUE FOR THE DETECTION OF TRANSIENT SPECIES IN

PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY*

D.M. de Leeuw, C.A. de Lange and C. MacLean

ABSTRACT

A technique is described to measure photoelectron spectra of

transient species without the interference of signals due to parent

compounds. This is achieved by modulation at the same frequency of both

the microwave discharge which produces the transients and the helium UV

lamp intensity, adjustment of modulation depths and relative phases and

subsequent phase sensitive detection. As an example part of the photo-

electron spectrum of oxygen passed through a microwave discharge is

presented, showing 0^ ( h ) and O atom signals in the absence of

0_ ( £ ~) lines.
2 g

INTRODUCTION

For a better understanding of chemical bonding molecular quantum

chemical calculations are of great value. As increasingly reliable

calculations for small molecules can be performed at the ab initio

level, experimental studies on physical properties of these systems in

the isolation of the gas phase can provide the theoretician with

challenging information.

Often small molecules of interest have an open-shell structure and

are short-lived. Although their detection causes special problems, a

wealth of experimental results has been obtained using e.g., mass

spectroscopy [1], electron paramagnetic resonance [2], microwave

spectroscopy [1,3] and optical methods [4]. To date photoelectron

*' Published in J. Electron Spectrosc. 9 (1976) 185.
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spectroscopy ( PES ) has proved to be a well suited method for the

determination of ionization energies. In the last few years a

massive number of papers on photoelectron spectra of stable compounds

has been published [5]. The method also shows <jroat promise for snort-

lived species.

Transient species are usually produced outside the ionization chamber

by high temperature pyrolysis (6,7] or by a microwave discharge |B,9|.

The PE spectra of transients can be measured by transporting the

species as rapidly as possible to the ioniiiation region. The low

steady-state concentration of the transient species relative to the

parent compound constitutes an important problem. Normally the PE

spectrum of the parent compound is much more intense than that of the

transients. Often extensive overlap between the PE spectra of parent

compounds and transients prohibits detection of the latter.

Modulation of the microwave discharge and subsequent phase-sensitive

detection as first introduced by Jonathan et al. [9j provides a

suitable method to enhance transient signals relative to tnose of the

parent compounds. However, the fact that strong signals fr^m parent

compounds are still present constitutes an important limitation.

In this letter we report the first results of a PKS technique

that can overcome these problems.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Photoelectron spectra were measured on a Vacuum Generators Esca 3

spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical electrostatic analyser. The
2

resolution was typically 70 meV as measured for argon P- ._ under the

conditions of the experiment using He(I) radiation. The latter was

produced by a dc discharge in pure helium. The helium was passed

through a zeolite trap, cooled with liquid nitrogen prior to the

discharge. Transient species were generated by means of a microwave

discharge. The microwave power was obtained from a Microtron 200, Mark 3

(Electro-Medical Supplies Ltd.). The inlet system of the spectrometer,

modified to introduce the products of a microwave discharge directly

into the ionization chamber, was coated with boric acid to reduce wall

recombination. The distance between the microwave discharge and the

ionization chamber was approximately 15 cm.
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Spectra were recorded using phase-sensitive detection (PSD) as

described by Jonathan et al. [9], for which a Dynatrack 319 A lock-in

amplifier was employed. This method requires a periodical variation in

time of the concentration of the species one wishes to observe. This

can be achieved by modulating the microwave discharge. The resulting

concentration dependence in time for a modulation depth of 100% is

shown in fig. la. In the present experiment the maximum obtainable

modulation depth is approximately 80%. A range of 10-20 Hz for the

modulation frequency was found to be optimal. If the frequency is

chosen too high axial diffusion between zones in the flowing gas in

which the discharge has been "on" and "off" will level off concentration

variations. If too low a frequency is chosen, problems of equipment

stability and the amount of time required to record a spectrum become

prohibitive.

Since the phase sensitive detector is only sensitive to the

amplitude of concentration fluctuations, signals arising from transients

and parent compound will be approximately equal in magnitude. Moreover,

since the variations in concentrations show a 180 degree phase

difference, positive and negative spectra with respect to the baseline

result. In this way parent compound and transients can be distinghuised.

100
Had) Lamp

100 •/.

ov.

I I I
Parent Compound

Transient Species

Figure 1. (a) Concentration variation of parent compound and transient
species in time due to a modulated microwave discharge, (b) Modulated
He(I) radiation intensity.
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Although this technique enhances the intensity of the PE spectra of

transients relative to parent compounds, in general, the value of the

method is still limited by the extensive overlap between lines from

transients and parent compounds. In Fig. 1(a) and (b) is indicated how

lines arising from parent compounds can be eliminated from the spectrum.

By modulating the output voltage of the helium lamp high-tension power

supply at exactly the same frequency as the microwave discharge, a

modulated He(I) radiation intensity is obtained.

In the period with the microwave discharge off, the photoelectrons

arise only from parent compounds. The number of photoelectrons in that

period is reduced by using a lower He(I) radiation intensity. In the

period with the discharge on, the helium lamp again has full intensity,

so that the number of photoelectrons, now arising from both parent

MICROWAVE

CAVUl

MICROWAVE

POWER

GENERATOR

1
UVLAMP

PHASE

AOJUS!

I
PULSE

GENERATOR
PHASE

ADJUST

PHASE

DETECTC*

HECO«DE»

AM PL

DiSCRlh (NATOfl

FIL TEP

Figure 2. Block diagram of the experimental set-up.
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compounds and transients, remains unchanged. Equalizing the numbor of

photoelectrons arising from parent compounds in both periods by ad-

justing phase and depth of the lamp modulation yields a £erc PSD output.

Photoelectrons from transients are only produced in the w n o l with th<j

discharge on and with maximum lamp intensity. Therefore the PSD output

of the short-lived species remains virtually unchanged. An explanatory

block diagram of the experimental set-up is 7) von m Fig. I. The depth

of the UV lamp modulation is adjustable, as is its phase relative to

the microwave discharge modulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To illustrate the effect of this double-modulation technique, we have

measured the photoelectron spectrum of discharged oxygen. It is well

known that in this manner the transients 0_( A ) and 0 atoms are
2 g

produced in fairly good yields [9j.

In Fig. 3, the 11-14 eV ionization-energy region of this spectrum

is given, measured without phase-sensitive detection. The concentration

obtained for 0 ( A ) and 0 atoms is rather low.

In Fig. 4, the same part of the PE spectrum is given, but now phejse-

sensitive detection in combination with double modulation is used. The

modulation frequency is 10 Hz. Only signals from 0 ( A ) and O atoms

are detected while 0 ( 1 } signals .re suppressed effectively. The last
9 1 + 2

peak of the vibrational progression O_ ( A ) -> 0_ (II) which was hidden
3 - g+ 2 g

under the adiabatic transition 0 o ( I ) -> 0_ ( V. ) is now clearly
2 g 2 g

resolved.

In summary, we feel that this double-modulation technique provides

a simple and general method which can be of value in photoelectron

spectroscopic studies of transient species.
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O^Ig)

110 120

l.E.(c-V)
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Figure 3. Part of the photoelectron spectrum of discharged oxygen,

using He(I) (21.21 eV) radiation.

O(3P)-»O*(4S)

02(
1Ag) —

11.0 130

Figure 4. Part of the photoelectron spectrum of discharged oxygen,

using phase-sensitive detection in combination with double modulation.
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ciiA] TI-:K

A PHOTOELECTRON STUDY OF PARTIALLY AUTOIuIJIZINC ,'TATI..1: OK OXYM.'K ATI iK.;

INTRODUCTION

The application of photoolectron (Pli) :;j>ert [-(.scopy t'> t rai.Mc-nt

species has opened up an important new source oi iiiforr.<it i • >:i r,i "':,••

electronic structure of these species and taeir [.roiiuct positive ion:,

[1]. Most PE studies deal with ground state specie;;. Pi; st.udies on

atoms and molecules in excited states arc- few in nufiiber. To iit.-oi.ly

PE spectra of relatively long-livedvibrationally excited li , and N

molecules and electronically excited 0, ( ' ) molecules have- been re-

ported [2,3] .

A variety of atoms have been studied using tin PE technique. The

atoms are usually produced outside the spectrometer ionization chamber

by high temperature pyrolysis or by a microwave discharge (4 ; ̂j . pv

spectra can then be measured by transporting the species as rapidly as

possible to the ionization region, for which a fast pumping system and

methods to reduce wall recombination have proved to be of major

importance [5]. In practice the distance between the pyrolysis or micro-

wave discharge region and the ionization chamber is such that only atoms

in electronic ground states survive. In the present work oxygen atoms

in highly excited states are studied by PE experiments of a special

character.
2 2 4 3

Atomic oxygen has the electronic configuration Oils 2s 2p ) P.

If the outermost 2p electron is ionized, an oxygen ion in a
4 2 2 4

S, D or P state is formed. The S state is the ionic ground state

whereas the D and P states are the first and second excited ionic

states respectively. Optical excitation of a 2p electron produces a

ns or nd electron (n > 3). Excited states with successively higher

principal quantum numbers form a Rydberg series. The excited electron

moves, for high n, in a field defined by the oxygen ion in one of the
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three afore-mentioned states. The Rydberg series converges to the

ionization limit at which the excited electron becomes free, and the

oxygen ion in its particular state remains. Excited states belonging

to the following nine Rydberg series can be reached through optical

excitation of the outermost 2p electron of ground state oxygen atoms:

O+[4S]ns(3S), O+[4S]nd(3D), O+[2D]ns' (3D), O+[2o]nd' (3S,3P,3D), O+(2P]

ns ( P) and O [ P]nd"( P, D). The suffixes prime and double prime indi-

cate that these states belong to series which converge to the first and

second excited ionic state respectively.

Atomic oxygen is an important constituent of the ionosphere and

accurate knowledge of its photoionization phenomena is therefore of

value for the study of atmospheric processes. Huffman et al. have

measured and analysed the absorption spectrum of oxygen atoms between

600 and 1000 8 [6]. Lines have been assigned to the inner shell tran-
2 2 4 2 5

sition: 0(ls 2s sp )-*-0{ls 2s2p ) and to transitions to states belonging

to the afore-mentioned nine Rydberg series. Recently Dehmer et al. have

measured relative photoionization cross sections for a number of ex-

cited states of the oxygen atom [7]. The lifetimes of several excited

states could be determined by the observation of lifetime broadening

in measured linewidths of spectral lines.

The appearance of extra peaks in the PE spectrum of discharged oxygen

has first been noticed by Jonathan et al. [3]. Samson and Petrovsky have

demonstrated that this feature is caused by the diffusion of molecular

oxygen into the lamp of their spectrometer [8]. Radiation is produced

which populates oxygen atoms in the spectrometer ionization chamber into

highly excited states. Atoms in these Rydberg states with energies above
+ 4

the O ( S) ionization threshold can decay to oxygen ions and free

electrons. These electrons have been detected in the PE spectrum.

In this chapter it is elucidated which specific excited states of

atomic oxygen are responsible for these features and under which con-

ditions atoms in excited states can be studied by PE spectroscopy.

PHOTOEMISSION AND AUTOIONIZATION

Atoms in highly excited states, lying above the first ionization

limit, can, if the process of collisional deactivation is neglected,

decay through two competing pathways: photoemission and autoionization.
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Photoemission is the decay of atoms in excited states to lower lying

states by emission of radiation. This decay process is governed by the

selection rules for electric dipole transitions. These rules determine

between which states optical transitions are allowed |0j. Atoms are

always invariant under the following symmetry operations: inversion with

respect to the atomic origin and infinitesimal rotation. Therefore the

corresponding observables, parity and total angular momentum respecti-

vely, are conserved quantities. Thus for atomic states the parity and

J are always good quantum numbers. Electricdipole transitions must ful-

fill the selection rules that transitions are only allowed between

states of different parity (Laporte's rule [9]) and that, as far as J

is concerned, AJ = 0, ±1 with the restriction that transitions between

states with both J = 0 are forbidden. For atoms where spin-orbit coupling

can be neglected also L and S separately are good quantum numbers.

Atomic states can then be described by Russell-Saunders or L-S coupling,

which holds, at least approximately, for the light atoms of the periodic

system. Electric dipole transitions must then also fulfill the additional

selection rules AL = 0, ±1 and AS = 0. At the same time Al must be ±1

for the electron making the quantum jump.

Autoionization is another possible decay process for atoms in excited

states with energies above the first atomic ionization threshold. A

radiationless transition can take place to a continuum state with the

same energy, which means that the excited atom decays to an ion and a

free electron. The excess energy between the Rydberg state and the

product ion is transferred into kinetic energy of the liberated electron.

Within the one-electron approach the Rydberg state is a bound stationary

state. The true wavefunction however is a composition of the Rydberg

state and continuum states of the same energy. To describe the true wave

function of this compound state, configuration interaction must be applied.

In this procedure the one-electron operators in the Hamiltonian do not

contribute and only the two electron operator, the Coulomb repulsion, has

to be considered. Wentzel has calculated the probability, P, for auto-

ionization from an initial Rydberg state i to a final continuum state f

using time dependent perturbation theory [10]:



The perturbation operator I.,, e'^/r. trans forms as the totally symmetric

irreducible representation of the continuous rotation group. For atomic

states therefore this matrix element is zero unless states i and f have

identical parity and total angular momentum. Moreover if the electronic

structure of the atom can be described by Russell-Saunders coupling,

values for L and S must also be the same for states i and f.

Expression (1) can I't.- cvjlu.il eil if thr symmetry pro;«'rt j i-:j of the final

continuum state are known. The continuum wave function JJ is described as

an antisymmetrized product of the wave function of the ionic core and a

plane wave function for the free electron. The plane wave, exp (i k.r)

traveling in the arbitrary direction k(t>=j, (}) = B) , is expanded in products

of spherical harmonics Y^ (U,if) and spherical Bessel functions jj,(kr)
i, m i

[llj. The desired symmetry properties of the continuum are obtained from

the symmetry properties of the one-electron function, combined with those

of the wave function of the ionic core. The continuum between the ground

and first excited state of the oxygen ion, 0 ( S , ) and 0 ( D - . . )

respectively, is then described by:

i|jf = A lO+(4S°3/2)*exp(i k.r)]

= A [O +( 4S° 3 / 2)*I I m 4TT ifjf(kr)Yf]n(0,<t>)Y*]fin(a,6)] (2)

The use of the addition theorem for spherical harmonics 111] leads to

* f = A [O +( 4S° 3 )* Z^((4TI) (2f+l))l2ifjj(kr)Yfo(0,*) J (3)

The operator £\takes care of antisymmetrization and normalization, g is

the angle between the directions (Q,<J>) and (a,(3).

In the ionization chamber oxyger atoms are present only in their

P electronic ground states. In view of the small atomic oxygen spin
-1 -1

-orbit coupling constant (151 cm 1.12]) compared with kT (200 cm ) it

is assumed that the total angular momentum sublevels J = 0, 1 and 2 are

approximately equally populated. The excited states of interest are

those which can be reached through optical excitation: i.e. S , P
3 o ' '

and D . The continuum between the ground and first excited state
5 I £. f 1

of the oxygen ion contains, as can be derived from expression (3), no

Po . n symmetries, but the S and D symmetries do occur. In
*-, 1 , U 1 j f Z r 1

the continuum above the first excited state of the oxygen ion all the
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S , P and D symmetries are present. Therefore,in the
1 2,1,0 3,2,1 3 Q -3 Q

limit of Russell-Saunders coupling of all atoms in the S , P _

and D excited states only those in P states with an

energy between the ground and first excited state of the oxygen ion

are autoionization forbidden.

RESULTS

He(l) and Ne(I) PE spectra of "discharged" oxygen obtained with and

without traces of molecular oxygen added to the light source are

presented in figures 1 and 2.

In figure la and 2a the well-known PE spectra of molecular oxygen

O ( I ), taken with pure helium and neon in the lamp are shown for
g + 2

comparison. The extensive progression in the first band, 0 (X u ), of

the Ned) spectrum is due to autoionization of molecular oxygen caused

by the strong 736 A Ne(I) line [13]. The resolution is neither sufficient

to distinguish peaks due to direct photoionization from the weaker

744 A Ne(I) line nor to resolve spin-orbit coupling.

In figures lb and 2b He(I) and Ne(I) PE spectra of "discharged"

oxygen are shown. The main products emerging from the microwave dis-

charge, apart from 0 ( Z ), are 0_( A ) and 0( P) the PE spectra of

which are well documented [3,4]. The inlet system of the spectrometer

has been coated with phosphoric acid to reduce wall recombination [5],

As shown in figure lb, a relatively high concentration of oxygen atoms

is then obtained in the ionization chamber.

PE spectra of "discharged" oxygen, obtained with a trace of mole-

cular oxygen added to the light source, are shown in figures lc and

2c. The lamp still remains a monochromatic source as far as He (I) or

Ne(I) radiation is concerned. These lines are quenched when more 0 is

added to the lamp as shown in figure Id. The spectra reveal additional

peaks which are only present when 0 is added to the lamp. The inten-

sities of the new peaks vary with the concentration of oxygen atoms in

the ionization chamber. The kinetic energies are independent of the

noble gas used in the lamp. The new peaks are calibrated against energies

of electrons which are liberated from oxygen atoms by photoionization

with He(I) and Ne(I) radiation, and tabulated in the first column of

table 1.
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Figure 1. (a) He(I) PE spectrum of oxygen, (b) He(I) PE spectrum of dis-
charged oxygen, (c) He(I) PE spectrum of discharged oxygen but with a
trace of 0 2 added to the lamp, (d) as figure 1(c) but with more Op added.
Figure 2• Corresponding Ne(I) spectra.



Spectra are also recorded with pure 0 9

instead of He or Ne in the lamp. A typical

spectrum, presented in figure 3, shows only

the new peaks. The absence of other photo-

ionization phenomena allows the detection of

hitherto hidden peaks.

DISCUSSION

Oxygen atoms in various excited states

are formed when a trace of molecular oxygen

is added to the lamp. Only atoms in excited

states above the first ionization threshold

have to be considered. Atoms in thesu Rydberc,

states can decay through autoionization and

photoemission. If these decay processes are

both allowed, autoionization is generally

preferred since it is a much faster process

than photoemission. Typical rate values are

10 and 10 sec respectively. The output

of the lamp contains, as farasO(I) radiation

ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY -

is concerned, only light arising from those

Rydberg states which are forbidden to auto-

ionize. In view of the low concentration of

oxygen atoms and the special character of the

Figure 3. PE spectrum of

discharged oxygen re-

corded with pure O in-

stead of helium or neon

in the lamp.
Rydberg states involved the obtained O(I) ra-

diation intensity will be low. The photoabsorption cross-sections for

resonance radiation however exceed those at other radiation wavelengths

by about two orders of magnitude [14]. Therefore only possible optical

transitions induced by 0(1) resonance radiation have to be considered.

Of the atoms in excited states of interest only atoms in P ex-

cited states with an energy between the ground and first excited state

of the oxygen ion are autoionization forbidden. Therefore only atoms in

these particular P . n excited states can decay through photoemission

thereby producing 0(1) resonance radiation in the output of the lamp.
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Figure 4. Energy level diagram of excited states belonging to the nine

Rydberg series which can be reached through optical excitation of the

2p electron of ground state oxygen atoms. The observed autoionizing

transitions are indicated along with the predicted energy of the ejected

electron. Experimental data have been taken from ref. [6].
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In the ionization chamber the 0(1) resonance radiation produced in

the lamp efficiently excites the ground state oxygen atoms into the

above-mentioned P excited states. Atoms in these P excited
Z/l/U Z , 1 , U

states are forbidden to autoionize. However, the observed new features

in the PE spectra shown in figures 1-3 can be conveniently explained

by assuming that autoionization does take place from oxygen atoms ex-

cited into these Po n states and that the observed electrons arise

2,1,0

from this decay process.

This situation constitutes a paradox, the key to which is presented

by the effects of spin-orbit coupling. When spin-orbit coupling is

taken into account both S and L separately are no longer good quantum

numbers. The additional selection rules for photoemission and auto-

ionization concerning both L and S separately are relaxed. For oxygen

atoms in P excited states with energies between the ground and

first excited state of O , autoionization is then no longer strictly

forbidden but photoemission and autoionization acquire comparable im-

portance. For small spin-orbit couplings and hence small deviations from

the L-S coupling scheme there will be competition between the two decay

channels without autoionization being dominant. In this intermediate

regime the P states in question are termed partially autoionizing.
J. f 1 , U

An energy level diagram of excited states of the oxygen atom as

published by Huffman et al. [6] is presented in figure 4. Only those

excited states are given which can be reached through optical excitation

of the 2p electron of P_ ground state oxygen atoms. The observed

autoioniaing transitions are indicated along with the calculated energy

of the ejected electrons. These energies are obtained by subtracting

13.6 eV, the first ionization energy of atomic oxygen, from the energy

of the Rydberg state. The measured electron kinetic energies are in good

agreement with the calculated ones as demonstrated in table 1.

CONCLUSION

Oxygen atoms in P excited states, with an energy between the
z, l, u

ground and first excited state of O , decay through the competing

processes of autoionization and photoemission. Oxygen atoms in these

partially autoionizing states are studied with PE spectroscopy by adding

molecular oxygen to the lamp.
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Table 1 Observed and calculated electron energies (in eV)

RYDBERG
STATE

EXPERIMENT AI a) CALCULATED13 '

O*(2s2p5

o*[W

, 1 ,u

c3p° >

0.51

1.67

2.04

2.48

2.75

0.51

1.68

2.05

2.50

2.79

a)

b)

Electron energies are quoted to an accuracy of 0.05 eV.

Electron kinetic energies are calculated as the difference

between the energy of the Rydberg state and 13.6 eV, the

first ionization energy of atomic oxygen. Values for the

energies of Rydberg states have been obtained from ref.[6].

Atoms to be studied by this special PE technique must fulfill a

number of requirements. From an experimental point of view it should be

possible to generate the atoms in sufficient concentration in the gas

phase. The atoms should exhibit excited states with energies above the

first ionization threshold which should be forbidden to autoionize on

the basis of the L and S selection rules. For these excited states the

ratio between the autoionization and photoemission decays depends on the

magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling. If this coupling can be neglected

atoms in these particular excited states are strictly autoionization

forbidden and will decay through photoemission only. The probability for

autoionization increases with increasing spin-orbit coupling and finally,

for large spin-orbit interaction, autoionization becomes the dominant

decay process. Therefore the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling should

be such that photoemission and autoionization decays are of comparable

importance. Finally if atomic resonance radiation is produced the photo-

absorption cross section should be large enough to excite a detectable
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amount of atoms into these partially autoionizing states.

Experiments on chlorine atoms using this special PE technique were

unsuccessful. The spin-orbit coupling constant is so large (58b cm [12])

that no C1(I) resonance radiation is produced in the lamp.

In view of the large number of limitations encountered when applying

this special PE technique it is not surprising that it appears success-

ful only for oxygen atoms. A more general way to study autoionization

of atomic systems would be to irradiate atoms in the ionization chamber

of a PE spectrometer with an intense, tunable light source in the far

UV region. The increasing availability of synchrotron radiation sources

which can be envisaged in the future, will no doubt contribute signifi-

cantly to a better understanding of autoionization processes.
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Chapter 6

ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF UNSTABLE SPECIES:

FORMIC ANHYDRIDE*

D.M. de Leeuw, R. Mooyman and C.A. de Lange

ABSTRACT

The He(I) and He(II) photoelectron spectra of the unstable compound

formic anhydride, (HCO)_O, have been obtained and analyzed. The inter-

pretation is based on the results of theoretical Hartree-Fock-Slater

calculations, using STO basis sets of double zeta quality. The large

splitting between the bands corresponding to the in-phase and out-of-

phase oxygen lone pair combinations is indicative of a significant

"through-space" interaction between the oxygen on one formyl and the

hydrogen atom on the other formyl group, in conformation of a CJJ,-tfw.nl>

structure.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of the unstable molecule formic anhydride, (HCO) O, has

been the subject of a number of spectroscopic investigations. In the

liquid phase the molecule has been shown to interconvert rapidly between

two CAJ>-&U1YI£> conformations by dynamic nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy. From a line shape analysis of the spectrum recorded at

-179 C, a rotational barrier around the C-0 bond of 4.4 kcal/mole has

been obtained [1]. From a gas-phase electron diffraction study the

molecule has appeared to be in the CAJs-XAnni, form with the formyl

fragments twisted out of the C-O-C plane [2]. A recent microwave study

has shown the molecule to be planar in the (UA-t?ia.yit> configuration with

remarkably different structural parameters for the two formyl groups [3].

From theoretical ab initio calculations with minimal and extended basis

To be published in Chem. Phys. Letters
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sets, including optimization of geometrical molecular parameters,

rotational potential energy surfaces have been constructed. These total

energy diagrams have indicated preference for a planar CAsb-t-ianb

structure [4] .

Since the location of the valence molecular orbitals depends on the

molecular structure, an ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopic (PE)

study is expected to produce additional information on the geometry of

this compound. In the present work He (I) and He(ll) PE .spectra of forme

anhydride are presented. The results are analyzed in terms of quantum-

chemical calculations. The dependence of the orbital energies on the

molecular conformation is investigated with semi-empirical CMDO/2

calculations [5]. At a higher level of sophistication, for a few specific

molecular geometries, Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) calculations are

performed [6].

EXPERIMENTAL

Formic anhydride was prepared by dehydration of formic acid with

N,N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide [7]. The reaction was carried out with

tetramethylsilane (TMS) as a solvent. During the reaction time (20 hrs),

care was taken that the temperature did not rise above -10 °C to avoid

decomposition of the reaction product. Finally a mixture of TMS and

formic anhydride was obtained by destination. As a test the NMR spectrum

of the destination product was recorded. It showed a single line at

8.75 ppm downfield from TMS, indicating the presence of pure formic

anhydride [1]. The infrared spectrum of the compound was obtained as

well.

The vessel containing the mixture was connected to the inlet system

of the PE spectrometer and TMS was pumped off until the pure formic

anhydride spectrum appeared. At low sample temperatures no evidence of

formic acid bands was found, at higher temperatures the formic anhydride

decomposed into formic acid and carbon monoxide.

He(I) PE spectra were recorded on a modified Vacuum Generators ESCA 3

spectrometer, He(I) and He(II) spectra on a Perkin Elmer PS 18 apparatus

equipped with a Helectros He(I)/He(II) lamp. The spectra were calibrated

using the known Ar doublet ionization energies as a standard. The

resolution in the present work was approximately 50 meV.
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Figure 1. a_ He (I) PE spectrum of formic anhydride (ESCA 3)

ID He (II) PE spectrum of formic anhydride (PS 18)

Semi-empirical CNDO/2 calculations were carried out with the original

programme, QCPE nr. 144 [5]. HFS calculations were performed with the

programme developed by Baerends et al. [6], using Slater's transition

state method [8], with STO basis sets of double zeta quality.

ASSIGNMENT OF THE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM

The He(I) and He(II) PE spectrum of formic anhydride are presented

in fig. 1. The spectral interpretation is based on HFS calculations and

on band intensity differences between He(I) and He(II) spectra. HFS

ionization energies are in general comparable with or slightly better

than those calculated with the ASCF method in the Hartree-Fock scheme.

Experimental ionization energies and those calculated with the HFS method

usually agree to within 1 eV. In the calculations the microwave geometry

is taken [3], all atomic cores are kept frozen [6] and basis sets of

double z§ta quality with best atom exponents given by Clementi et al.

are used [9].

Using the notation from a recent paper on dicarbonyls [10] the first
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band at 11.32 eV is assigned to n°, the out-of-phase combination of the

carbonyl oxygen lone pairs. This type of band is usually broad and

seldom shows vibrational structure. It has been observed in the 6-

dicarbonyls that the out-of-phase combination is more effectively

destabilized through interaction with deeper lying o-bands than the

in-phase n + combination.

The band at 12.60 eV is ascribed to two overlapping ionization

phenomena on the basis of its intensity and the HFS calculations, the

in-phase n combination and the out-of-plane bridging oxygen n(0) band.

Although in g-dicarbonyls the n band tends to be fairly narrow and

often shows some vibrational structure, the low molecular symmetry

resulting in more interaction with the o-skeleton, and the overlap with

7r(O) give rise to a structureless broad feature.

Calculations and intensity considerations indicate that the next

structure with a band maximum at approximately 14.8 eV is composed of

two bands. One corresponds to ionization from the TT out-of-phase

combination of the carbonyl ir-orbitals. The vibrational structure with

a spacing of 1480 +_ 50 cm associated w:^h it, is indicative of a C=O

stretch. In the neutral the C=0 stretching frequencies are found at

about 1780 cm . The reduction found in the ion agrees with the C-0

bonding character of the orbital. The other band is of a-type and is

delocalized over the entire molecule.

The band at 16.1 eV corresponds to a a-MO mainly localized on one of

the carbonyl oxygens. The not very pronounced progressions of 1780 +

100 cm and 580 +_ 50 cm arise from C=0 stretch and sketetal

vibrations respectively.

The broad feature at 16.7 eV is ascribed to ionization from a cr-band,

and the band at 17.3 eV is assigned to the in-phase combination TT+ of

the carbonyl ir-orbitals. The latter assignment is supported by the

relative increase of this band in going from He(I) to He(II) excitation

[11].

The following bands at 18.4, 20.0 and 23.1 eV show decreased intensity

in the He(II) spectra, indicating their a character [11]. HFS calculations

show that the corresponding orbitals are devocalized over the whole

molecule.

The HFS results and the spectral assignment are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Assignment of the PE spectrum of formic anhydride and

HFS results (experimental geometry from [3])

MO

lla' (n°)

10a' (n°)

3a"(Ti(O))

9a'

2a"(K~)

8a1

7a'

la"(it+)

6a'

5a1

4a'

3a1

2a'

la1

HFS

10.5

11.7

12.3

13.4

14.7

15.2

15.7

16.4

18.0

19.0

22.6

30.6

32. 1

33.7

EXPERIMENTAL

11.32

12.6

12.6

14.8

14.8

16. 1

16.7

17.3

18.4

20.0

23.1

--

—

—

DISCUSSION

The assignment in Table 1 is based on HFS calculations for a planar

CAJi-tJia.vu> conformation obtained from microwave spectroscopy [3],

supported by additional evidence from intensity differences in He(I) and

He (II) spectra. The HFS calculations performed for the planar cXs-CX^S

and Vuxni>-VuXVUs configurations show considerably less agreement with

experiment.

Another assignment tool which could be useful for planar molecules

is the determination of the TT-SUUI [12]. In the composite molecule

approach the compound under consideration can be thought to be built up

from fragments. If the fragments are chosen in such a way that each

contributes a doubly occupied orbital to the ir-sum, mutual inductive effects

cancel and no inductive corrections are needed [13,14]. Assuming the

validity of Koopmans1 theorem [15] and maintaining a description in

terms .of a minimal basis set throughout, the ir-sum can be calculated

from the assigned PE spectra of the fragments. A remaining difficulty
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is that often the fragments show geometrical changts on incorporation

into the molecule considered. The changes in position of the Ti-bands

of the fragments, resulting from such a geometry change, could be

estimated with semi-empirical calculations. Formic anhydride can be

formed from fragments for which the PE spectra are known in a variety

of ways (e.g. H CO + CO + 0, HCOOH + CO, H.p + 2C0, (COOH)2 - 0,

(HCO). + 0 etc.). If the Tr-sums corrected with semi-empirical

calculations for geometry changes of the fragments are determined for

the various ways to construct formic anhydride, their values agree to

better than 1 eV. Although the experimental ft-sum for our assignment of

the formic anhydride PE spectrum of about 44.7 eV lies well inside this

range, another assignment where TT corresponds to the band at 16.1 eV

cannot be ruled out with certainty on the basis of the sura rule alone.

The n_ - n separation of 1.28 eV obtained for formic anhydride is

much larger than a value of 0.65 eV which is typical for a series of

(3-dicarbonyl compounds [10]. Also the comparable splittings in succinic

and maleic anhydride (about 0.8 eV) are considerably smaller [16]. To

investigate this phenomenon, CNDO/2 calculations have been performed

for many different positions of the formyl groups around the C-O bonds.

The relative stabilities of the various conformations calculated on the

basis of the semi-empirical total energies, show a similar order as the

previous ab initio calculations [4]. Also orbital energies have been

obtained for each configuration. The calculated n - n separation is

about 2 eV in the oJj>-cJj> form, gradually decrc?spi to 1 eV for CAJ>-

t/UlH!t and even changes sign in going to tA.ani-tAa.ni (-0.25 eV) . In the

CAA-t/umi configuration an overlap population analysis using both

CNDO/2 and HFS shows that the overlaps between the oxygen in one formyl

group and the hydrogen in the other have appreciable magnitudes and

show different signs in the n_ and n + orbitals. It is concluded that the

geometry of formic anhydride gives rise to a significant "through-space"

interaction between these atoms, which destabilizes the out-of-phase,

and stabilizes the in-phase combination [17], This "through-space" effect

which is absent in the other g-dicarbonyl type compounds [10,16] causes

the exceptionally large splitting in formic anhydride, in confirmation

of a CU-i-tAjCLHi structure.
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Chapter 7

He (I) PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPE OF HALOGEN ATOMS*

D.M. de Leeuw, R. Mooyman and c.A. de Lange

ABSTRACT

High concentrations of fluorine, chlorine and bromine atoms can be

obtained in the ionization chamber of a photoelectron spectrometer if

appropriate wall coatings are used in the sample inlet system. The

potential of halogen atom-molecule reactions is demonstrated by the

observation of the photoelectron spectrum of iodine atoms.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the application of photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy

to the study of transient species has developed into an active field of

research (for a review article see ref. [1]). Photoelectron spectra of

small molecules, in particular open-shell systems which are often

short-lived, contain invaluable information about their electronic

structure. Since many of the species studied are amenable to sophisticated

quantum chemical methods of calculation, the interplay between theoreti-

cian and experimentalist in this field has been mutually rewarding.

Transients are usually produced outside the ionization chamber by

means of high temperature pyrolysis [2] or a microwave discharge [1].

In order to obtain the highest possible concentration of short-lived

species in the ionization chamber, a fast pumping system and methods to

limit recombination processes during transportation of the transients

are factors of major experimental importance.

In practice the distance between the microwave discharge and the

ionization chamber is such that only rather long-lived molecules sur-

*Published in Chem. Phys. Letters 54 (1978) 231
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vive (e.g. CS [3], O A [4], SO [5], CF (6]). Many species of inte-

rest have considerably shorter lifetimes. They can often be produced

through atom-molecule reactions in which a high concentration of atoms,

generated in a microwave discharge, is mixed with a reactant gas as

close as possible to the iomzaUon chamber, thus alleviating the trans-

portation problem. Since the success, of this technique depends on the

ability to produce high concentrations of reactive atoms, we wish to

report a method which generates fluorine, chlorine and bromine atoms in

large quantities and in the virtual absence of parent compounds. The

value of halogen atom-molecule reactions is demonstrated by the photo-

electron spectrum of iodine atoms, obtamec". < 'irough the reaction of

atomic chlorine or bromine with IC1 or I .

EXPERIMENTAL

Photoelectron spectra were measured on a Vacuum Generators ESCA 3

spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical electrostatic analyser. The

analyser and the ionization chamber were thoroughly coated with graphite

(Dag 580, Acheson Colloids Co.) to reduce background of scattered

electrons, to protect the analyser and to enhance the resolution. The
2

resolution was typically 45 meV as measured for Ar P,/7 under the

conditions of the experiment, using He (I) radiation. The latter was

produced by a dc discharge in pure helium. The helium was passed through

a zeolite trap, cooled with liquid nitrogen, prior to the discharge.

Transient species were generated by means of a microwave discharge,

using a Microtron 200, Mark 3, power generator (Electro Medical Supplies

Ltd.). Discharge powers up to 100 W were applied and no diluent gas was used.

As a modified sample inlet system a discharge flow tube (quartz or

alumina, 0 1 cm) was connected to the spectrometer using Viton O-rings

as vacuum seals. The distance between microwave discharge and ionization

chamber was approximately 20 cm. The pressure in the flow tube varied

between 0.05 and 0.2 torr. The discharge products could be mixed with a

secondary reactant gas added through a capillary with its outlet

positioned as close as possible to the ionization chamber.

In order to reduce recombination processes at the wall of the flow

tubes the application of wall coatings was found to be crucial. Of the
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variety of coatings tried, the best results were generally obtaux.-d

with boric acid and phosphoric acid. The inertness of the ifwin.rjs

depended largely on the smoothness of the surface arid its wattr <or,ti-nt.

Special care had to be exercised in the region close to l h" » ji.i/.itiuii

cliamber, since too heavy coatings resulted m poor resolution i'i<- to

charging effects.

Boric acid coatings were prepared by washing the flow tube with a iiof

saturated solution of boric acid in water. The tube t'.'eated in tins

manner was then put in an oven at !0U C for about one hour to drive off

excess water. A smooth, glassy surface was obtained by further bake-out

at 600 C during a few hours.

Phosphoric acid coatings were prepared by carefully applying a phos-

phorus pentoxide layer to the inner wall of the flow tube and flushing

it with a small amount of water vapour afterwards. No furtiier bake-out

procedure was normally used, although sometimes heating the tube in

vacuo at 150 C eliminated excess water and improved the performance.

Coatings generally lasted for several days. In view of the small

effort involved in preparing fresh coatings, no attempts to regenerate

existing coatings were made.

All chemicals used were obtained commercially and used without

purification.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although a microwave discharge is an efficient means of obtaining

high halogen atom concentrations, recombination during the flow time

through the inlet system can severly limit the atom concentration

eventually measured in the ionization chamber. The flow time (0.001-0.1 s)

is fixed by the design parameters of the apparatus and limited by

tube dimensions and pump capacity. In order to improve atom concentra-

tions a reduction in the recombination rate is therefore indicated.

Recombination can be homogeneous, in the gas phase, or heterogeneous,

at the walls. For atoms the homogeneous recombination requires a third
g

body leading to third-order reactions. Typical rate constants are 10 -

10 1 mol s [7]. Under our experimental conditions this type of

recombination is negligible.
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Figure 2. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of discharged Cl,
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Figure 3. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of discharged Br .

Wall recombination is a first-order process [7,8]. In the absence

of radial concentration gradients in the flow tube, the atom concen-

tration in the ionization chamber depends exponentially on the value

of the recombination coefficient y, i.e. the fraction of wall collisions

leading to recombination. Application of coatings with low -y for halogen

atoms results in the photoelectron spectra of fluorine, chlorine and

bromine atoms presented in figures 1-3, in which peaks due to parent

compounds or recombination products are small.
2 3

While transitions from ground state P,/.-, halogen atoms to P ,

D« and1 S ionic states are observed, no evidence is found for

excited P , state halogen atoms. The ionization energies measued

from this work are in good agreement with results from optical

absorption studies [9], as shown in table 1.

Relative subshell cross sections cannot be determined accurately from

the present study since the calibration of the analyser changes during

the experiments because of contamination.
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Table 1 Summary of results.

TRANSITION

ATOM TOM

F(2P° ) F+(3P,J
3/2 2

( 3 P l >

(!D2)

ci(2p°/2) C I + ( 3 P 2 )

(3V
(3PO)

(:D )

\>

Br( P3/2) Br ( P )

(3P.)

( l so'

1 P3/2 l ( , P 2 J

(' so'

OBSERVED
VALUE (a)

(eV)

17.47

20.05

12.97

13.06

14.41

16.42

11.81

12.20

12.30

13.30

15.27

10.43

11.30

11.23

12.13

LITE,
VALUi

(c

17

17

17

20

22

12.

13.

13.

14,

16.

11.

12.

12.

13.

15.

10.

11.

11.

12.

14.

RATURE
E (b)
3V)

.422

.465

.483

.011

.989 (c)

.967

.053

.090

.412

.423

.814

.202

.289

312

268

.451

330

250

153

108

a) ionization energies are quoted to an accuracy of 0.02 eV

b) optical dc

c) from [10]

b) optical data were taken from [9], with 1 eV = 8065.75 cm

Fytu.OJU.ne.: No attempts were made to handle molecular fluorine.

Fluorine atoms were produced in a CF discharge. Quartz and pyrex flow

tubes were treated with various coatings, such as NaCl, KC1, teflon and

oxoacids. However, reactions of fluorine atoms with these coatings and

with the flow tube produced strong signals of CO, C0 2, O., HF and SiF .
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Much better results were obtained with uncoated alumina tubes. Although

CO and HF bands were still present, the fluorine atom yield had in-

creased considerably (see figure 1). The small partly resolved peaks

between 17 and 18 eV were due to CO. Most of the carbon generated in

the CF discharge was deposited in the discharge tube. Unfortunately,

after having been used for a few days the alumina tubes became porous,

causing nitrogen signals in the PE spectrum. The relative fluorine atom

concentration increased with microwave power and decreased with pres-

sure. With the present resolution the P spin-orbit splitting was too

small to be detected. The transition from p->/j fluorine atoms to the

S n ionic state lies outside the range accessible with He (I) radiation.

Clltuxine. and btoiunc: Atoms were generated in a discharge of mole-

cular chlorine and bromine. By using dry wall coatings such as NaCl,

KC1, NaOH and teflon, no atomic signals in the PE spectra were detected.

When oxoacid coatings as H PO , H BO or K SO were applied, PE spectra

of the atoms could be measured. The best results were obtained with

H PO coatings. Reactions of the atoms with the H,PO coating produced

small quantities of halogen acids observed in the PE spectra (see

figures 2 and 3). The appearance of the spectra was not very sensitive

to changes in pressure of microwave power. The spin-orbit splitting

between P. and P. peaks of Cl is too small to be detected with the

present resolution.

Jod-int: Attempts to measure the PE spectrum of iodine atoms directly

from discharges in molecular iodine and methyliodide were unsuccessful.

Iodine atoms could be generated in sufficient concentration by reactions

between bromine or chlorine atoms, generated in a microwave discharge,

with iodine (figure 4) and iodine monochloride (figure 5). In the

reaction between bromine atoms and molecular iodine bands due to iodine

monobromide were observed [11]. The PE spectra of ICl and IBr are well

known [11]. To obtain high concentrations of bromine and chlorine atoms

a phosphoric acid coating of the discharge tube was used. The transition

from ground state iodine atoms to the S ionic state could not be

detected.
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Figure 4. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of iodine atoms

obtained from the reaction between bromine atoms and I .
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Figure 5. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of iodine atoms

obtained from the reaction between chlorine atoms and IC1.
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CONCLUSION

The present work shows that high concentrations of fluorine, chlorine

and bromine atoms can be generated in a microwave discharge and sub-

sequently transported over long distances if appropriate wall coatings

are used to reduce heterogeneous recombination. The high concentration

of these atoms obtained in the ionization chamber offers scope for the

use of halogen atom-molecule reactions in photoelectron spectroscopy.

As a demonstration of this method of generating transient species Hull)

PE spectra of iodine atoms are presented. Ionization energies obtained

for the halogen atoms show good agreement with optical data |9j.
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Chapter 8

He(I) PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSIENT SPECIES:

THE SF MOLECULE*

D.M. do Leeuw, R. Mooyman and C.A. do Lange

ABSTRACT

The He (I) photoelectron spectrum of SF , formed in the reaction

between fluorine atoms and flowers of sulphur, is presented. The

spectral interpretation is based on the results of Hartree-Fock-Sla-

ter calculations, using STO basis sets of double zeta quality with

and without a 3d-polarization function in the sulphur basis set. For

comparison similar computations are performed for SH . Calculated

dipole moments and population analyses are presented. The SF photo-

electron spectrum is compared with spectra of similar molecules, i.e.

SCI , OC1_ and OF-. A discussion in terms of Walsh's predictions for

AB, molecules witli twenty valence electrons is given. Sum rule con-

siderations are found to be especially useful for the assignment of

7T-type orbitals, and the perfluoro effect is illustrated.

"INTRODUCTION

Photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy has proved to be a well suited

method for the study of the electronic structure of both stable

molecules and their product positive ions [1]. Especially for a small

molecule with a limited number of valence molecular orbitals, the

resulting PE spectrum can usually be interpreted unequivocally. Often

a combination of experimental arguments and results from quantum

chemical computation schemes leads to assignments which m turn

provide insight in the quality of theoretical calculations. Moreover,

Published in Chem. Phys. 34 (1978) 207
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the PE spectra of small molecules often show additional features

such as, for instance, resolved vibrational structure from which

Franck-Condon factors can be derived. Unfortunately, many small

molecules of potential interest are short-lived. Although their

detection causes special problems, much progress in this field hat;

been achieved in the last few years, as summarized in [2].

In order to measure PE spectra of transient species they must bo

generated in sufficient concentration, preferably in the absence of

other compounds to diminish the problem of overlapping bands. Halogen

atom-molecule abstraction reactions have been shown to be suitable

for this purpose since the reactive halogen atoms can be generated

in the virutal absence of other compounds |3]. In the present work

sulphur difluoride, SF , is generated by means of abstraction re-

actions with fluorine atoms.

The experimental difficulties encountered in the characterization

of SF have casted doubt on its existence for a long time. Only

during the last decade it has become possible to identify the com-

pound with certainty using mass-spectroscopy [4], and to determine

its structure and molecular dipole moment using microwave spectros-

copy [5,6], A review of the chemistry of SF? has recently been

published [7]. To date no other properties have been measured and

no information on SF? ionic states is available.

Theoretical studies on SF are also few in number. Recently a

detailed ab initio study using a large Gaussian basis set, including

polarization functions has been reported [8]. The geometry has been

optimized and some one-electron properties have been calculated.

The reason for the apparent instability of SF_ is kinetic rather

than electronic. Its instability is caused by the relative stability

of SF. and the various polymeric forms of sulphur into which it

rapidly disproportionates.

In this study the valence ionization energies of SF are determined

fay He(I) PE spectroscopy, and interpreted using the results of

Hartree-Fock-Slater and semiempirical quantum-chemical calculations.

Results are compared with the PE data on other bent three-atomic

molecules with 20 valence electrons, viz. SCI , OC1 and OF .



EXPERIMENTAL

PE spectra were measured on a Vacuum Generators Ksca •• .L;pcci.n.-

metor (.'quipped with a hemi split; r icaJ oluctrost.itic analyser. Tin-1

resolution was typically 4') meV as measured (l-'WHM) lor ti.e Ar P

peak under tlio conditions of the experiment USIIKJ H"(I) r .̂ri l.it ion .

The latter was produced by a dc discnarrje m pure he]] urn. The helium

was passed through a zeolite trap, cooled with 1 iqiud nUro'je;,, prior

to the discharge.

The inlet system of the spectrometer was modified to obtain high

concentrations of fluorine atoms in the loni/.ation chamber | i j.

Fluorine atoms were produced by means of a microwave discharge in

CF or SF in an alumina flow tube, with nelium used as a diluent.
4 b

The fluorine atoms could be mixed with a secondary reactant gas added

through a capillary with its outlet positioned as close as possible

to the ionization chamber. In order to reduce wall reactions of the

fluorine atoms and SF , the inlet system beyond the discharge zone

was coated internally with Vacuum Generators leak sealing compound.

RESULTS

He (I) PE spectra of bands which we associate with ionization

processes in the SF molecule are generated by passing fluorine

atoms from a microwave discharge in SF over flowers of sulphur

deposited in the tip of the spectrometer inlet system. Experimental

evidence that the spectra detected are indeed due to SF is obtained

from a variety of measurements.

(1) If the products of a discharge in SF are directly fed into the

ionization chamber, only signals due to fluorine atoms, SF and SF 19]
D 4

are detected.

(2) If mixtures of CF or SF& with sulphur containing compounds like

CS_, OCS or SO are passed through the microwave discharge, again

bands ascribed to SF are detected. In these cases, however, signals

due to other known reaction products and to parent compounds interfere

with the SF bands. Especially when carbon containing compounds are

present in the discharge, also signals due to C F and F CS partly
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overlap with the SF bands.

(3) Bands ascribed to SF can he generated by the reaction between

fluorine atoms and OCS added through the capillary inlet. These Pt

spectra also revealed weak bands due to S ( |1>J] ar"J strong CO signals.

This reaction has been used to study the very short-lived SF radical

with mass spectroscopy [11]. The observed decrease m SF concentration

downstream was accounted for by 5F production:

(i) F + OCS -> SF i- CO , AH° = - 4 .'J kcal/mole

(ii) SF + SF -+ SF i S , .Ml° = 0 kcal/raole

(iii) S + SF -+ Sy + F , .\H° = -22.1 kcal/mole

(iv) S + OCS -+ CO + S 7 , AH = -2".O kcal/mole

The bond dissociation energy of 78.9 kcal/mole used, is calculated

from an estimated value for the SF atomization energy [12].

(4) The reaction between fluorine atoms and secondary CS produces

neither bands ascribable to SF nor CS signals. This can be explained

by the endothermicity of the reaction:

(v) F + CS -*• SF + CS , AlT --- 16.2 kcal/mole

(5) If a microwave discharge is performed in a phosphoric acid coated

quartz tube in molecular chlorine or bromine, high atom concentrations

can be obtained [3]. If chlorine atoms are passed over elemental

sulphur, strong PE spectra of SCI., [13,14] are obtained. With bromine

atoms parts of the hitherto unknown PE spectrum of SBr can be

detected [15].

(6) The bands found in these experiments clearly do not belong to the

S F isomers, the PE spectra of which are well documented [16].

In summary we feel that the cumulative experimental evidence lends

strong support to the assignment of the unknown spectrum to the

transient species SF . The experiments indicated under (2) show that

under our conditions a lower limit of approximately 0.1 sec can be put

on the lifetime of the SF ? molecule.

Presently the above techniques are applied to the study of selenium

halogenides.
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

As an aid in the assignment of the experi .wutal PK spectra obtained

for SF_, quantum-chemical calculations are found useful. Standard

semiempirical CNDO/2 and CNDO/S schemes |17, U> |, and on a higher

level of sophistication, the Hartroc-Foek-Slat or (HFS) method, are

applied to the SF molecule. In the latter approach the Xi approximation

[19] is taken for the exchange potent ial. Furthermore ti.t j:scvere

variational method and an expansion of the charge distiu il:on Ln ^ set

of one-centre fit functions are employed (20]. Iomzatior er,?, gie^ -rt

determined through Slater's transition state method | 1'JJ - '.i.ir . ha-- the

important advantage over the use of Koopmans' theorem [2i] .: i ;»•

Hartree-Fock model, that orbital relaxation is included to a large

extent [22]. HFS ionization energies are in general comparable to or

slightly better than those calculated with the ASCF method in the

Hartree-Fock scheme.

For SF a STO basis set of double zeta quality is used with best

atom exponents given by Cleroenti et al. [23]. In calculating valence

ionization energies, the sulphur K and L shells and the fluorine K

shell can be kept frozen [20]. The scaling parameter a is given a

value of 0.7 in all the calculations [24]. In order to test the

importance of d-orbital participation HFS calculations are performed

with and without a 3d-polarization function (exponent 1.48) in the

sulphur basis set.

Vertical ionization energies calculated using the various methods,

are summarized in table 1. For completeness the results of the ab initio

calculation, referred to earlier [8], are included.

In tables 2 and 3 atomic and overlap population analyses for the HFS

ground states of SF and SH2 are presented, calculated including a

3d-polarization function.

In our calculations the SF molecule is oriented in the xz-plane

#ith the C_ axis along z. The SF distance of 1.592 8 and the FSF angle

of 98.197 are taken from microwave data [6].



Table J_ Calculated and experimental ionization energies and MO assignments of SF (in eV).

MO

assignment
CNDO/2

(a)
CNDO/S

(a)
AB INITIO

(b)
HFS HFS

(C)
EXPERIMENTAL

2 b2

4 al

3 bl

l b2

3 al

2 bl

la.

11.05

14.77

15.86

17.10

17.83

18.16

17.38

21.06

35.81

36.53

10.70

13.38

14.70

15.22

16.38

16.26

17.02

18.89

31.71

34.98

9.68

14.29

15.61

16.44

17.47

17.50

17.96

24. 11

39.90

40.79

9

14

15

15

16

16

18

22

34

36

.78

.28

. 14

.06

.16

.73

.11

.25

.98

.46

9.

14.

15.

15.

16.

17.

18.

22.

35.

36.

77

68

56

52

55

26

47

32

14

48

10

15

16

16

18

19

-

-

-

.08 (A) 10.31 (V)

.4

.2

.2

.3

.3

DIPOLE MOMENT 1.40 D 0.56 D 0.66 D 1 .46 D 1 .02 D 1.05 D

a)

b)

c)

The eigenvalues obtained from CNDO calculations are reduced by a customary 20% in a

purely empirical manner, in order to compensate for the various approximations involved.

Ionization energies presented are 92% of the Koopmans' theorem value.

With inclusion of d-orbital participation.



Table 2 Atomic and overlap population analysis of SF from HFS calculations.

MOLECULAR ORBITAL

ATOMIC
ORBITAL

3s

3px

S 3py

3pz

3d

3s

2px

2py

2pz

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2b2

5114

0194

2346

4al

0.1876

0.

0.

0.2846

0.3182

0.

0.0034

0.

0.6014

3bl

0.

0.0340

0.

0.

0.0214

-0.0005

0.7090

0.

0.2640

la2

0.

Q.

0.

0.

0.0944

0.

0.

0.9528

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

lb2

4932

0580

7244

3al

0.0648

0.

0.

0.4308

0.1802

0.0053

0.4988

0.

0.1580

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 bl

.4158

.0012

.0858

.2096

.4960

1.

Q.

0.

0.

-0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2 al

4438

0032

3 366

1780

1584

1084

lb. la.

0. 0.4628

0.0814 0.

0. 0.

0. 0.0414

0.0388 -0.2738

0.9091 0.8282

0.0110 0.0354

0. 0.

0.0198 0.0212

OVERLAP

S-F -0.0567 -0.0304 0.0077 0.0167 0.0448 0.0367 0.0127 -0.0204 0.0230 0.0327

F-F 0.0017 Q.0033 -0.0199 -0.0044 0.0029 0.0087 -0.0020 0.0000 -0.0109 0.0112



Table 3 Atomic and overlap population analysis of

SH , from Hf'S calculations.

ATOMIC
ORBITAL lb .

MOLECULAR ORBITAL

2 a ID. l - i .

3s

3px

S 3py

3pz

3d

H Is

0

0

1

0

0

0

.99 IB

.0082

0 .2 <72

J .

0 .

i . >b5-;

0.U7L.4

0 . l o l ( /

0 .

1 .

0 .

J .

0 .

u.

2 1 bo

1 JOb

1 .

L> .

u .

LJ .

— J .

0.

771.J

u . • "• j.

1 jHr,

1 3 7 M

OVERLAP

S-H

H-H

U.

0 .

0.0132

0.0088

VERTICAL IONIZATION ENERGIES

HFS

calculation

expt .

10.

1 0 .

. 3 8

. 4 3

13.08

12.76

0 .

-0 .

, , V ) :

l b

14

O'dlb

UO'15

. 4 b

. 9 1

u.
u.

22

2 0

u4o -

000"

. 9 0

. 8

THE SF PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM

The PE spectrum of SF , shown in fig. 1, is calibrated against the

known ionization energies of molecular nitrogen. Superimposed on the

SF. spectrum are bands due to HF , SF, and SF (broad features
Z b 4

centred at 12.7, 13.9 and 14.8 eV) and some other weak, unknown, broad

signals. The SF spectrum can be distinguished from the other bands by

its different behaviour as a function of pressure and discharge power.

The observed vertical ionization energies are assigned on the basis of

our theoretical calculations and summarized in table 1.

The first band at 10.3 eV, presented in Fig. 2, exhibits extensive

vibrational structure with a regular spacing of 935 ± 40 cm . This band
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Figure 2. Expanded band associated with the first

ionization energy of SF .
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directly.

The transition at 15.4 eV is assigned to photoionization from 4a .

This MO is delocalized over the entire molecule and is S-F antibondinq.

The two other overlapping bands at 16.2 eV correspond to ib and la,,

which according to the HFS calculations are indeed very close. The ib

is F-F antibonding and appears to he mainly composed from m-plano

fluorine atomic 2p orbitals. If 3d-orbital participation on sulphur is

excluded, the la is purely the antisymmetrical combination of the

out-of-plane fluorine 2p orbitals. Despite the calculated fluorine

lone-pair character of la , the corresponding PE transition is not a

sharp band, contrary to what is usually observed for similar Cl, Br and

I orbitals. Although the calculations indicate the contrary, the

fluorine "lone-pair" orbitals seem to be involved in bonding [25,26].

Presumably this can be explained from geometry changes in the positive

ions resulting from electron reorganization following ionization from

an orbital localized on the highly electronegative fluorine atoms.



The remaining two bands in the He (I) spectrum at JJ;.. '. and 19. i eV

correspond to lb? and 3a respectively, according to our UFS

calculations. These orbitals are strongly bonding ctiid lieloral ized over

the entire molecule.

A PE band arising from the ^b orbital which may occur below Jl.J eV

could not be observed due to the rising background m tlau region of

the spectrum.

DISCUSSION

Of the quantum chemical calculations considered, the 11FS method

produces the best agreement with the experimental PE spectrum. Although

these calculations indicate that the d-orbital participation in the MO's

of SF is only of the order of one percent, the inclusion of the 3d

orbital in the sulphur basis set affects the calculated results

significantly. The valence ionization energies, except the first one,

are shifted to higher energies by about 0.0 eV, thus improving the

agreement with the experimental spectrum. The agreement between

calculated and experimental electric dipole moments for SF (1.02 •.']•'•:

1.05 D [5]) and for SH_ (1.15 and 0.98 D (2 7 J) is encouraging because

the value of the dipole moment is very sensitive to the molecular

electron distribution.

In a number of papers it has been shown that the sum rule can be a

useful tool in the assignment of PE spectra [28,29]. In the composite

molecule approach molecular orbitals are constructed from doubly

occupied orbitals localized on the fragments from which the molecule

is thought to be composed.

If a planar molecule is formed, the LO's on the fragments are chosen

either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the molecular plane,

and MO's with the same symmetry properties are formed. The sum rule is

now valid for both IT- and o-orbital partial sums. The application of the

sum rule may be hampered because an estimate of mutual inductive effects

on the empirical LO energies is crucial. If SF is thought to be built

from a sulphur and two fluorine atoms, all three fragments contribute a

doubly occupied LO to the Tt-orbital sum. Hence there is essentially

complete cancellation of mutual inductive effects. For known LO energies



this approach is useful as demonstrated in table 4 where the n sums for

a number of molecules are calculated. For the LO energies of the

fragments the vertical ionization energy of 16.'J eV for the first n

band in the PE spectrum of CO, and the well-known atomic first

ionization energies are used, thus neglecting d-orbital participation.

The results show that deviations from Koopmans' theorem are either small

or fortuitously cancel in the u partial sums.

Table 4 Comparison of experimental and calculated sums of IT-type

MO's (in eV).

MOLECULE REF. CALCULATION CALCD. EXPTL.

SCI.

oci2

OF,,

13 2 xIE Cl(3p) + IE S(3p)

THIS

36.38

2 xIE F(2p) + IE S(3p) 45.20
WORK

25 2 xIE Cl(3p) + IE O(2p) 39.63

25 2 xIE F(2p) + IE O(2p) 48.45

26 2 x IE F(2p) + IE it (CO) 51.74

36.2 1

44.81

39.71

48.41

51.60

Sum rule considerations support previous assignments for SCI

[13,14], OC12 [25] and [26].

For SF the situation is less favourable. Although the sum rule

clearly indicates that la? should be part of the broad feature in the

PE spectrum at 16.2 eV, the experimental uncertaintly in its position

prohibits the unequivocal assignment of the lb orbital to either the

18.3 eV or the 19.3 eV band. On the basis of our HFS calculations lb

is assigned to the band at 18.3 eV.

For OF application of the sum rule strongly favours the inclusion

of la_ in the 16-17 eV region and the assignment of lb to the band at

18.68 eV [25,26]. This view is also implicitly taken by Solouki et al.

[14]. Moreover, there is excellent agreement between this interpretation,

with la2 at 16.44 and lb 2 at 18.68 eV, and HFS calculations, as shown

in table 5.
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Table 5 HFS-calculated and observed

ionization energies of 01' {J:I "V;.

MO

assignment

2 b 2

3 b l
l a .

l b 2

2 b l

l b l

l a l

EXPERIMENTAL*

H . 26

10.17

16.47

16.47

18.69

19.50

2 0 . y ( ? )

-

-

-

HI

1 2 ,

1 -i.

V>.

1 0 .

1 7 .

l ' J .

2 0 .

2 8 .

35 .

yj.

.'••, <

. JO

CJ1

7 3

l y

3 9

-j'j

*From ref.[25]

Comparison of the ionization energies in SF., and SH., 130] is a

demonstration of the perfluoro effect | 2 D ) . The first ionization phe-

nomena in both SF and SH_ correspond to •; orbitals of b symmetry. The

lb in SH is wholly centred on the sulphur atom for reasons of symmetry

and corresponds to an extremely vertical photoelectron transition. The

SH symmetric stretch vibration is weakly excited in the ion and has a

lower frequency than in the neutral molecule. The 2b MO in SF contains

large contributions from both S and F atomic orbitals. The corresponding

PE band shows an extended vibrational progressi6n with the SF symmetric

stretch frequency larger than the calculated value for the neutral

species. Although the first PE bands in SF and SH show that they arise

from MO's with a rather different character, their ionization energies

are virtually the same.

Because the mixing of fluorine AO's into the SF orbitals and the

hydrogen AO's into the SH_ orbitals is quite different, the correlations

between a MO's in SF_ and SHL, which have to be established in order to

determine cr perfluoro shifts, can only be tentative.
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The 2a MO in SH which is SH bonding can be correlated with, either

the 3a or the 4a in SF . Although tho results of a population analysis

should be viewed with caution, tho correlation with the "ia, orbital,
i

calculated to be SF bonding, is preferred. The resulting perfluuru

shift amounts to 6.5 eV. Similarly m the Oil ,-OK , p a n , BrundLe et. ai.

(26] have correlated the 2a in OH, with the ja of OF,,, rat nor than with

the 4a , thus obtaining a perfluoro sniff of 4.H eV.

Since the 3b in SF is composed almost exclusively of fluorine AO's,

the lb in SH,, is correlated with the 2b( m SF, instead. No band

corresponding to ionization from 2b is observed in the experimentally

accessible part of the He(l) spectrum. Using the ia -2L separation from

the HFS calculations, an approximate value for the perfluoro shift of

5.6 eV is obtained.

As noted before [14], the PE spectra of AB; molecules can be fairly

well described using Walsh empirical orbitals [3lj. In fig. 3 a Waist;1

diagram for AB molecules with 20 valence electrons and the vertical

ionization energies of SF , SCI , OF.̂  and OC1 are presented. The

overall pattern of the ionization energies of these molecules appears

Cl

IE (eV)

10

12

14 -

16

18 -

20

22

\ *
96 2-

Cl F t
103 -

Cl Cl

1108"

3b,
i a2
4 0,

2 a1---—.

90* 180'

Figure 3. Vertical ionization energies of SF , SCI , OF and 0C1

and a Walsh diagram for AB molecules with 20 valence electrons.

The low lying and lb orbitals have been omitted.



to fit the Walsh picture. The Walsh prediction of an increasing

separation between 2b and 4a with decreasing bond angle is reflected

in the separation between the first two bands in the PE spectrum:

0C1 (110.8°, 1.35 eV) , SCI (103°, 2 . :J2 eV) , OF ( H) j)°, A.n uV) and

SF2 (98°, 5.1 eV).

In all compounds considered the 4a , 3b and !a orbitals correspond

to PE bands which are close together. The experimental separation

between the next group of three orbitalB, lb , ia and 2b is larger.

The Walsh picture indicates that 3a should be above lb.,, in remarkable

disagreement with the preferred assignments of the PE spectra of the

molecules considered. Also in the SF and OF cases the HFS calculations

place lb above 3a . The discrepancy has been ascribed to the fact that

correlation energies and relaxation contributions need not be the same

for different orbitals [14]. However, our sum rule considerations

suggest that for rr-type orbitals deviations from Koopmans' theorem may

be small throughout the series. It appears that the neglect of

correlation effects which is inherent in the quantum-chemical methods

used and which may differ for a- and T-type orbitals, is at the root

of the problem.
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Chapter 9

He (I) PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSIENT SPECIES:

THE SBr MOLECULE*

D.M. de Leeuw, R. Mooyman and C.A. de Lange

ABSTRACT

Part of the He(I) photoelectron spectrum of the hitherto unknown

molecule SBr?, formed in the reaction between bromine atoms and flowers

of sulphur, is presented. The interpretation is based on the results of

discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations, using STO basis

sets of double zeta quality. Using a simple LCBO model the present

results are related to previous data obtained for SCI and SF .

INTRODUCTION

The recent application of photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy to

transient species has provided valuable information concerning the

electronic structure of these species and their corresponding ions [1].

Contrary to electron impact and photoionization yield studies both

adiabatic and vertical ionization energies can be determined using

PE spectroscopy. Furthermore the band structure contains information

about bonding and conformation of the molecular ions.

Transient species can often be generated by atom-molecule abstraction

reactions. The use of halogen atoms is found to be particularly suitable

in this respect, since they can be produced in high concentrations in a

microwave discharge and transported over considerable distances through

properly coated flow tubes [2]. If secondary gases are added as closely

as possible to the spectrometer ionization region, a variety of

transients is produced and the effects of consecutive reactions in-

Chem. Phys. Letters, in press
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volving these short-lived species are minimized. Recently the He(I) PE

spectrum of the unstable SF molecule, formed in the reaction between

fluorine atoms and elemental sulphur, has been reported [3]. In the

present work sulphur dibromide, SBr , is generated in a similar manner

using bromine atoms.

The chemistry of SBr? appears to be uninvestigated and to date no

physical properties of this compound are available. The reason for the

apparent instability of SBr_ is not well understood. As far as the other

sulphur dihalogenides are concerned, PE spectra of the transient St' [3j

and the stable SCI. [4,5] have been reported. The detection of SI is

unlikely since the sum of heats of formation for the gaseous atoms by

far exceeds the calculated heat of atomization [6] causing gaseous SI

to be metastable with respect to decomposition into the elements.

In this study two ionization bands of SBr are determined using He(I)

PE spectroscopy. Discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) cal-

culations are performed on this molecule in order to characterize the

ionic states and to predict the corresponding ionization energies.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

PE spectra were recorded on a Vacuum Generators E3CA 3 spectrometer

equipped with a hemispherical electrostatic analyser. The sample inlet

system was modified in order to feed the products of a microwave dis-

charge in molecular bromine directly into the ionization chamber. Wall

recombination processes involving the large concentration of bromine

atoms generated in this manner were reduced by coating the flow tube

with phosphoric acid [2]. The resolution was typically 40 meV as
2

measured (FWHM) for the argon P,.- peak under-the conditions of the
ifc.

experiment using He(I) radiation.

Bands ascribed to the transient species SBr were detected by passing

bromine atoms over flowers of sulphur deposited in the tip of the

spectrometer inlet system. Experiments performed under similar conditions

using fluorine and chlorine atoms, generated the PE spectra of SF. [3]

and SCI2 [4,5] respectively. If the products of a microwave discharge in

mixtures of molecular bromine and various sulphur containing compounds

(e.g. CS 2, OCS or S02) were fed directly into the ionization chamber.
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the only sulphur and bromine containing compound detected was S Br ,

the PE spectrum of which is well documented [5]. The experimental

evidence indicates that the reaction between bromine atoms and elomental

sulphur close tc the ionization chamber generates a detectable amount

of SBr_, but that its short lifetime does not allow transportation from

the microwave discharge to the ionization region.

Discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) calculations were per-

formed using the programme developed by Baerends ot al. [7J. Ionization

energies were determined using Slater's transition state method |8]. In

computing valence orbital ionization energies the sulphur K and L and

the bromine K, L and M shells were kept frozen [7J. The basis used was

of double zeta quality with best atom exponents given by dementi and

Roetti [9]. The molecule was oriented in the xz plane with its C axis

along z.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The He(I) PE spectrum of SBr , shown in figure 1, is calibrated with

hydrogen bromide, nitrogen and argon. Two bands are observed with

vertical ionization energies of 9.36 and 11.5 eV. The relative inten-

sities of these bands are found to be constant over a wide range of

experimental conditions. Bands due to S Br [5] and strong bands due to

molecular bromine are also detected. The observed vertical ionization

energies are characterized on the basis of HFS calculations.

Experimental ionization energies and those calculated with the HFS

method usually correspond to within 1 eV. Experimental and calculated

differences between ionization energies typically agree to 0.1-0.3 eV

which in many cases is sufficient for an unambiguous assignment of PE

spectra.

HFS calculations are performed for assumed geometries with S-Br bond

distance's of 2.24 A, taken from an electron-diffraction study on S Br

[10] and 2.16 A as calculated for SBr by Sanderson [6]. The bond angle

is varied between the limits of 90 and 109.5 . Calculated ionization

energies are found to remain constant within 0.3 eV for structural

variations in these ranges. Inclusion of 3d and 4d polarization functions

(exponents 1.82 and 2.05 following Slater's rules [11] in the sulphur and

bromine basis set respectively has little effect on the calculated
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Figure 2. Expanded band associated with the first

ionization energy of SBr2-
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ionization energies. In table 1 ionization energies are presented

calculated for S-Br = 2.24 A and a bond angle of 100 using a double

zeta basis, without d polarization functions.

Table 1 HFS-calculated and observed

ionization energies of SBr (in eV).

HO EXPERIMENTAL HFS

2b2 9.4 9.0

3b, - 10.6

la2 11.4 10.8

4ax - 11.1

lb2 - 12.5

3a1 - 13.5

2b - 14.4

2a - 20.2

lbj - 23.2

Uj - 25.4

The calculated ionization energies for SBr_ show many features in

common with observed and computed PE spectra of other AB» molecules

with twenty valence electrons (A = S, O; B = F, Cl). In previous work

the close resemblance between the PE spectra of these compounds and the

corresponding Walsh diagrams has been pointed out. However, for the lb_

and 3a. orbitals which would be degenerate in a linear configuration,

the Walsh predictions and the preferred PE assignments are at variance

[3,4]. Also for SBr2 the HFS calculations place lb above 3a in

contrast with the Walsh picture.

The expanded first band at 9.36 eV, presented in figure 2, exhibits

vibrational structure with a spacing of 400 ± 50 cm . This band is

assigned to ionization from the TT-type 2b« MO which contains large

contributions from both sulphur and bromine atomic orbitals. The band

closely resembles corresponding first bands of SCI [4,5] and SP [3].

The progression is assigned to excitation of the symmetrical SBr stretch

vibration. The vibrational spectrum of SBr- has as yet been unobserved.
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Because typical values for SBr stretch vibrations vary between 250-350

cm , the frequency appears to be increased in the ion, in agreement

with the calculated strong antibonding SBr overlap.

The strong overlap of the SBr. PE spectrum with bands due to mole-

cular bromine prevents a precise assignment of the second band. In this

region HFS calculations predict the next three photoionization phenomena

to be almost coincident.

A simple LCBO model is used for SX. (X = F, Cl, Br) molecules to

approximate the positions of the n-type HO's. In view of the largo

interhalogen distances in these compounds, the mutual interaction between

the halogen lone pair orbitals is neglected. CNDO/S calculations on

molecular fluorine and chlorine at the relevant internuclear distances

justify this assumption. The 71-orbital energies are then determined by

two Coulomb and one resonance parameter. Assuming the validity of Koop-

mans1 theorem [12] these three parameters are derived for SF and SCI.

by using the three ir-orbital ionization energies as obtained from their

assigned PE spectra. The SF and SCI parameters are plotted versus the

first atomic ionization energies of the corresponding halogen atoms. The

SBr_ parameters are derived by means of linear extrapolations to the

first ionization energy of the bromine atom. The SBr? it-orbital ener-

gies are then calculated from these extrapolated parameters and

presented in table 2.

Table 2 Coulomb and resonance parameters a and 0, and SX (X = F,

Cl, Br) TT-ionization energies (in eV) .

X MOLECULE 2b,, la
2. XS

F

Cl

Br

sci2

SBr,,

10
9

9

.31

.70

.49

16
12

11

. 2

.46

.44

18.

14.

12 .

3

05

94

- 1 6

- 1 2

- 1 1

.2

.46

.44

- 1 2 .

- 1 1 .

- 1 0 .

4

29

99

- 2

-1

- 1

. 4 9

. 4 8

.21

<*„ = <np(X) |H|np(X)>
A

a g =<np(S) |H|np(S)>

B x s = <np(X) |f/|np(S)>
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As noted by Haink et al. [13] this procedure is valid when both

Coulomb and resonance parameters depend linearly on the electronegativity

of the halogen atoms and therefore, in good approximation, on their first

ionization energies. The application of the sum rule to SBr states that

the ir sum should be equal to the sum of the corresponding lirst atomic

ionization energies [3]. The good agreement between n sums obtained

from the above extrapolation procedure and from the sulphur and bromine

first atomic ionization energies, 3J.87 and 34.0 eV respectively, is

encouraging.

The calculated SBr? n-orbital ionization energies agree with the HFS

results and strongly suggest that ionization from it (la ) contributes

to the band at 11.5 eV. Presumably the third TT band calculated at 12.9 eV,

is hidden under the 12.77 eV PE band of molecular bromine.

In conclusion we feel that halogen atom-molecule abstraction reactions

constitute a promising method to generate transient species, and that the

present PE results obtained for the hitherto unknown SBr? molecule can be

satisfactorily related to previous studies on similar compounds.
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Chapter 10

He(I) PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSIENT SPECIES: THE SeX_

MOLECULES (X = F, Cl AND Br)*

D.M. de Leeuw, R. Mooyman and C.A. de Lange

ABSTRACT

Valence ionization energies of SeCl,, and SeBr,, and the first

ionization energy of SeF_, obtained with He(I) photoelectron (PE)

spectroscopy, are presented. The molecules are formed in the reaction

between halogen atoms and elemental selenium. The interpretation is

based on the results of discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater

calculations, using STO basis sets of double zeta quality. The PE

spectra are compared with spectra of the related sulphur- and oxygen-

dihalogenides. A simple LCBO model is used for OCl_« SCI, and SeCl, to

demonstrate the consistency of the preferred assignments. The PE

spectra can be fairly well correlated with Walsh's empirical diagram for

AB 2 molecules with 20 valence electrons. It is indicated that for the

present series of molecules the order of the 3a. and lb- orbitals should

be reversed in the Walsh picture.

INTRODUCTION

Photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy is at present the best technique

available for determining accurate values of ionization energies [1].

Moreover often information concerning the electronic structure of

molecules and their product positive ions can be obtained from the

spectra. Quantum chemical theories provide the necessary franiowork for

spectral interpretation, while the spectra serve as both an excellent

test for the success of the theories and as a basis for empirical

*
Chem. Phys., in press.
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parametrization of the calculations. The PE technique is of greatest

value when employed to study a series of structurally related small

molecules. Correlation of PE bands from a series of related compounds

can give useful clues to band assignments because ionization energies

are expected to vary smoothly and in a predictable manner as atoms are

substituted within a molecule. Especially for small molecules, with a

limited number of valence electrons, the PE spectra can hopefully

then be assigned unequivocally.

Unfortunately many small molecules of potential interest are short-

lived. Although their detection causes special problems, much progress

in this field has been achieved as summarized in [2J. Transient species

can often be generated by atom-molecule abstraction reactions. The use

of halogen atoms has proved to be especially useful. Recently the He(I)

PE spectra of the unstable molecules SF [3] and SBr [4], formed in the

reaction between fluorine and bromine atoms with elemental sulphur, have

been reported. In the present study the seleniumdihalogenides SeF_,

SeCl_ and SeBr are generated in a similar manner from elemental

selenium.

Experimental investigations of physico-chemical properties of the

seleniumdihalogenides are scarce. Conductance and vapour density studies

have shown that SeCl,, and SeBr,, exist in the gas and liquid phase in

equilibrium with other selenium compounds [5,6]. Internuclear distances

in SeCl2 and SeBr. have been determined from an electron diffraction

study of the vapours of SeCl and SeBr at about 200 C [7]. The

vibrational spectrum of SeCl2 has been reported from a gas phase laser

raman study of the dissociation of SeCl [8]. A strong absorption band
_1 4

at 290 cm in the IR spectra of solutions of SeBr in a wide range

of solvents has been associated with the symmetrical and/or anti-

symmetrical fundamental stretching mode of SeBr_ [9]. To date no other

properties of SeBr2 and SeCl have been measured and no information

about their ionic states is available.

The chemistry of SeF- has as yet been fully unlnvestigated. The

present study reports the first positive identification of this compound.

The detection of Sel,, is unlikely because the sum of the heats of

formation for the gaseous atoms by far exceeds the calculated heat of

atomization of this compound [10], causing gaseous Sel9 to be metastable
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with respect to decomposition into the elements.

In this study valence ionization energies of SeCl- and S e B ^ and the

first ionization energy of SeF2 are determined by He(I) PE spectroscopy.

Discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations are performed on

these molecules in order to characterize the ionic states and to

predict the corresponding ionization energies. Results are compared

with PE data on similar sulphur- and oxygenhalogenides.

EXPERIMENTAL

PE spectra were measured on a Vacuum Generators ESCA 3 spectrometer

equipped with a hemispherical electrostatic analyser. Details of the

spectrometer sample inlet system/ modified to obtain high concentrations

of halogen atoms in the ionization chamber, have been described

previously [11]. The resolution was typically 45 meV as measured (FWHM)

for the argon po/o peak under the conditions of the experiment using

He(I) radiation.

He(I) PE spectra of the SeX,, (X = F, Cl, Br) molecules were detected

by passing the corresponding halogen atoms over selenium powder

deposited in the tip of the spectrometer inlet system. To detect the

transient SeF_ it proved necessary to obtain the reacting fluorine

atoms from a microwave discharge in CF^. If SF, was used instead of

CF. large quantities of SF? were produced, the PE spectrum of which

interfered with the first SeF- band. It is not well understood which

mechanism is responsible for the SF. formation [3]. The intensity of the

SeF2 band rapidly decreased when the selenium powder was moved some

distance away from the ionization region, indicating that the short

lifetime of SeF? then prohibits its transportation into the ionization

chamber. The experiments led to a rapid deterioration of resolution

which made repeated cleaning of the ionization chamber and analyser

necessary.

The PE spectra of SeCl2 and SeBr_ were also detected when molecular

chlorine and bromine were used instead of their atoms. The relative

SeCl^ and SeBr2 concentrations depended critically on the molecular

halogen concentrations. If the pressure in the flowtube was high

(about 0.2 Torr) bands due to molecular chlorine and bromine interfered

with the S e C ^ and SeBrp bands. For low halogen pressures however
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(about 0.05 Torr) new peaks appeared in the PE spectra, which in our

opinion were due to Se C L and Se2Br_. As noted by Colton et al. [12]

their attempts to obtain PE spectra of neat Se-Cl,, and SeBr have been

unsuccessful. PE spectra taken from the vapours above liquid SejC^

showed, apart from bands due to SeCl?, intense peaks similar to those

observed in the above-mentioned PE spectra where a low pressure of

molecular chlorine was used. Other methods to produce SeCl2 and SeBr_

such as thermal dissociation of SeCl. and SeBr were not investigated

in this study because of the expected overlap of SeCl^ and SeBr bands

with those due to other reaction products.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Discrete variational Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) calculations .were

performed for the SeX_ (X = P, Cl, Br) molecules using the programme

developed by Baerends et al. [13]. Ionization energies were determined

using Slater's transition state method [14], which has the important

advantage over the use of Koopmans' theorem [15] in the Hartree-Fock

model that orbital relaxation is included to a large extent [16]. HFS

ionization energies are in general comparable with or slightly better

than those calculated with the A SCF method in the Hartree-Fock scheme.

Experimental ionization energies and those calculated with the HFS

method usually correspond to within 1 eV. Experimental and calculated

differences between ionization energies typically agree to 0.1-0.3 eV

which in many cases is sufficient for an unambiguous assignment of

PS spectra. In computing valence orbital ionization energies all atomic

cores were kept frozen [13]. Basis sets of double zeta quality were used

with best atom exponents given by Clementi e1- al. [17] .

In our calculations the SeX, molecules were oriented in the xz-plane

with the O» axis along z. The Se-Cl and Se-Br bond distances used of

2.18 A and 2.32 A respectively were taken from electron diffraction

data [7]. The Se-F bond distance was calculated as 1.81 £ according to

the methods developed by Sanderson [10]. For comparison the Se-Cl and

Se-Br bond distances in SeCl2 and SeBr2 were calculated with this

method as 2.15 A and 2.30 S respectively.

HFS calculations on SeX2 (X = F, Cl, Br) molecules were performed

for assumed geometries with the above bond distances and various bond
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angles between the limits of 90 ° and 109.5 °. For all three molecules

the calculated ionization energies were found to remain constant within

0.3 eV for bond angle variations in this range. In table 1 vertical

ionization energies of the SeX, molecules are summarized, calculated

for bond angles of 100 °.

Table 1 HFS calculated and experimental ionization energies

of SeP,, SeCl2 and SeBr_ (in eV). Bond distances of 1.81, 2,18

and 2.32 $ respectively and bond angles of 100 ° are used.

MO

assignment

2b2
3bl
la2

4al
lb2
3al
2bl
2al
lbl
lal

seF2
EXPTL HFS

10.20 9.5

14.0

13.8

13.9

14.6

15.3

16.4

21.4

32.8

33.4

SeCl2

EXPTL

9.52

12.02

12.30

12.30

13.41

14.21

15.05

-

-

-

HFS

9.0

11.5

11.6

11.7

12.S

13.5

14.5

20.1

24.3

25.9

SeBr

EXPTL

9.07

10.91

11.40

11.31

12.46

13.27

14.21

-

-

-

HFS

8.6

10.6

10.5

10.8

11.9

12.9

13.8

19.1

22.4

24.2

ASSIGNMENTS

The He(I) PE spectra of SeF , SeCl. and SeBr2, shown in figures 1-3,

are calibrated against the known ionization energies of N , CO and

argon. The observed vertical ionization energies are assigned on the

basis of our HFS calculations and summarized in table 1. However many

features of the PE spectra can already be elucidated by using a simple

MO approach.

In this picture only p-type electrons are considered. Each halogen

atom contributes two "lone pairs" and one unpaired electron, while the

selenium atom contributes one "lone pair" and two unpaired electrons.

In the He(I) PE spectra seven bands are expected from these 14 p-

electrons. The combined "lone pair" orbitals on both halogen atoms
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Fig. 1. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of the products from the reaction

between fluorine atoms, generated in a microwave discharge in CF , with

elemental selenium.
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17 18

Fig. 2. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of SeCl .
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IONIZATION ENERGY («V)

Fig. 3. He(I) photoelectron spectrum of SeBr_

transform as a. , a. , and b., in symmetry, while the selenium

"lone pair" orbital transforms as b_. The out-of-plane b., orbitals

strongly interact to form the widely separated antibonding 2b_ and the

bonding lb_ combinations. The remaining a., a^ and b. halogen orbitals

are relatively unshifted with respect to their positions in the atomic

halogens and lie between the two b- MO's. The remaining two unpaired

selenium electrons combine with those of the halogen atoms to form the

strongly bonding 3a. and 2b, MO's, which will lie below lb_.

SeZe.VUWncU.b>l0m<ijde. (SeBr.). Of the three molecules discussed here,

SeBr presents the most easily interpreted spectrum which is therefore

chosen as a starting point. Superimposed on the SeBr_ PE spectrum,

shown in figure 3, are bands due to N_ and Br_ and on the first band at

9.07 eV a weak unknown shoulder occurs. Below 15 eV seven bands are

resolved which can be assigned to the calculated first seven ionization

energies.

The first band at 9.07 is ascribed to ionization from the ir-type 2b

MO which contains large contributions from both selenium and bromine

atomic orbitals. This MO is calculated to be strongly Se-Br antibonding.

The next feature in the PE spectrum can be resolved into three bands

at 10.91, 11.31 and 11.40 eV. HFS calculations predict in this region
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the next three photoionization phenomena, corresponding to 3b^, la2 and

4a., to be almost coincident. The 3b. MO is Br-Br antibonding and

appears to be mainly composed from in-plane bromine 4p orbitals. The

4a. MO is nonbonding and delocalized over the entire molecule. If 4d

orbital participation is excluded the la? MO is purely the anti-

symmetrical combination of the out-of-plane bromine 4p orbitals.

Because of the calculated dominant non bonding character of la2 the

corresponding PE transition is ascribed to the sharpest peak in this

region, at 11.40 eV. As expected from the simple MO picture, the centre

of gravity of these three closely spaced bands, 11.2 eV,is in the

vicinity of the first ionizatlon energy of the bromine atom, 11.8 eV.

The remaining three bands in the PE spectrum at 12.46, 13.27 and

14 21 eV correspond to lb_, 3a. and 2b. according to our HFS calculations.

These orbitals are strongly Se-Br bonding and delocalized over the

entire molecule.

A PE band arising from the 2a. orbital which consists of an anti-

bonding combination of selenium and bromine 4s-orbitals and which may

occur just below 21.2 eV could not be observed due to the rising

background in this region.

SeZe.ruimdU.cklo>Ude. (SeCl ). The He(l) PE spectrum of SeCl., shown in

figure 2, closely resembles the SeBr PE spectrum (figure 3). Although

only six bands are observed in the PE spectrum, the intensity

distribution indicates that under the structure at 12.30 eV two photo-

ionization phenomena are hidden. The separation is not large enough to

be measured directly. HFS calculations predict the same order of photo-

ionization transitions as in the case of SeBr,,. The results of an atomic

and overlap population analysis show that the compositions of the

orbitals are much alike in both compounds. Therefore the assignment of

the PE spectrum is similar to the SeBr case. Only the first band of

SeCl_ will be discussed in more detail.

The first band at 9.52 eV, presented on an expanded scale in figure 4,

exhibits vibrational structure with a regular spacing of 450 +_ 50 cm"1.

This band is ascribed to the ir-type 2b2 MO. The ground state fundamentals

of SeCl2 are known from its vibrational spectrum: v. (a ) = 415 cm"
1

(symmetrical stretching mode), v (a.) = 153 cm"1 (symmetrical bending
-1 « i

mode), Vj (bj) = 377 cm (asymmetrical stretching mode) [8]. The
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Fig. 4. Expanded band associated

with the first ionization energy

of SeCl_

Fig. 5. Expanded band associated

with the first ionization energy

of SeF_

progression observed in the first band can be assigned to the symmetrical

stretch in the ion. The increased frequency agrees with the calculated

strong antibonding Se-Cl overlap.

SeZzniumdidluLOfUdz (SeF ). A He(I) PE spectrum of the products from

the reaction between fluorine atoms, generated in a microwave discharge

in CF., with elemental selenium is presented in figure 1. The first

band of the SeF2 PE spectrum is observed at 10.2 eV with a maximum

intensity of about 100 counts per second. Also bands due to CF., N , CO
4 2.

and FCN, as well as some other broad unidentified signals, are detected.

The band ascribed to SeF2 can be distinghuished from the other bands by

its different behaviour as a function of pressure and discharge power.

The relative intensity of the FCN PE spectrum, which has been well

documented [18], can be enhanced by addition prior to the microwave

discharge of more nitrogen, which is often present as an impurity since

the alumina discharge flow tubes tend to become slightly porous.

The first band at 10.2 eV presented on an expanded scale in figure 5,
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exhibits vibrational structure with an average spacing of 780 +_ 50 cm .

This band is ascribed to the ir-type 2b_ MO which contains large

contributions from both fluorine and selenium atomic orbitals.

Comparison of this band with the corresponding first band of SeH2 [19]

shows that the vertical ionization energies differ by only 0.3 eV. This

behaviour is expected for it-type orbitals on fluorine substitution [20]

and supports the assignment of the band at 10.2 eV to SeF_. The

vibrational spectrum of SeF is as yet unobserved. However the PE band

closely resembles the first band of the SeCl spectrum. The progression

observed in the first SeF band is therefore assigned to excitation of

the symmetrical stretch vibration. The calculated strong antibonding

Se-F overlap indicates that the vibration should be increased in the

ion. In other AB (A = O,S; B = F, Cl, Br) molecules the first PE bands

show vibrational structure with increased v.. Only in OCl^ is the

fundamental v excited as well [21].

HFS calculations predict the other photoionizatlon phenomena above

14 eV. Detection of other SeF bands in this region is prohibited by

strong overlap with bands due to other reaction products and the

rising background.

DISCUSSION

As has been pointed out in previous work [3,22] the He(I) PE spectra

of AB2 molecules with 20 valence electrons have many features in common.

This phenomenon offers the opportunity to compare the preferred

assignments of the PE spectra of SeCl_ and SeBr with those of the SX_

and OX2 molecules. The similarity can also be used as an important

argument in assigning features in the PE spectra to specific transient

species.

The first band in all PE spectra corresponds to 2b_ and exhibits in

general vibrational structure due to excitation of the symmetrical A-B

stretch vibration. The frequency is increased in the ion in agreement

with the calculated strong antibonding A-B overlap. Only for SeBr_

could vibrational structure not be resolved on the first PE band, which

is expected in view of the large reduced mass of the SeBr fragment and

the present resolution.
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Apart from OBr , which has been unobserved with PE spectroscopy to

date, PE information for all the AB (A = O, S, Se; B = F, Cl, Br)

molecules has been obtained. The preferred order of the assigned PE

transitions in these molecules is similar. The agreement between HFS

calculated and experimental ionization energies is reasonable. Only for

SF2 are the HFS calculated second and higher ionization energies too

small by about 1-2 eV. Analogously similar deviations for ScF^ can be

expected.

A simple LCBO (linear combination of bond orbitals) model can be used

for SeCl?, SCl2 [12,22] and OCl- [21] in which the three 7T-type

ionization energies are determined by two Coulomb parameters a and a .

and one resonance parameter B [4]. As noted by Haink et al. [23]

these three parameters should depend linearlfy on the electronegativity

of the central atom and therefore, in good approximation, on their first

atomic ionization energies. This approximate linear dependence can be

obtained from the results in table 2 where the parameters, derived from

the assigned PE spectra, are given. A correlation diagram of the

assigned vertical ionization energies of SeCl_, SC1_ and OCl versus

the first ionization energies of the central atoms, presented in

figure 6, shows the behaviour of the experimental ionization energies.

This diagram clearly demonstrates the consistency of the preferred

assignments of the PE spectra throughout the series. Application of the

model to SeBr2 fails because insufficient PE data are available for

OBr and SBr . The SeF ir-type ionization energies can be estimated by

applying the model to the series SeBr , SeCl-, SeF- or, alternatively,

to the series 0F?, SF?, SeF_. The rather poor correspondence between the

predictions of the model (11.1 eV and 9.7 eV respectively for the

position of. the first band) and the experimental value of 10.2 eV should

presumably be ascribed to the large electronegativity differences

between fluorine and the other relevant atoms.

The application of the sum rule to SeCl_ and SeBr states that the

molecular 7r-sum should be equal to the sum of the corresponding first

atomic ionization energies [3]. This rule is based on the assumptions

of the validity of both the use of a minimal basis set in describing

the electronic structure and of Koopmans' theorem [15]. The SeCl. and

SeBr2 ir-sums calculated from the atomic first ionization energies of
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Table 2. Coulomb and resonance parameters a and g, and ACl,
1 ~' i.

(A = O, S, Se) ir-ionization energies (in eV)

A

0

s
Se

1)

Molecule

oci2
4>

sci'5)

SeCl2

a. = <np(A)

2b2

11.

9.

9.

,02

,67

,52

Itflnp(A)

1

12

12

12

>

a2

.79

.45

.30

1

15

13

13

b2

.90

.91

.41

aA

-14

-11

-10

1)

.13

.13

.63

a

-12

-12

-12

2)
1

.79

.45

.30

3 3)

'ACI

-1

-1

-1

.66

.43

.24

2)

3)

4)

5)

a = <3p(Cl)|W|3p(Cl)>

BflCL=<np(A)|H|3p(cl)>

ref. [21]

ref. [12,22]

S
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Fig. 6. Correlation diagram of the observed

vertical ionization energies of SeClp, SC1?

and OC12 versus the first atomic ionization

energies of their central atoms
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35.80 and 33.40 eV differ from the experimental TT-sums of 35.23 and

32.93 eV respectively. The small discrepancy can be ascribed to

deviations from Koopmans1 theorem, or to the neglect of deviations

due to non-orthogonality of the localized set of basis orbitals

chosen.

As noted before [3,22] the PE spectra of AB- molecules with twenty

valence electrons can be fairly well described using Walsh's empirical

orbitals [24]. However for the lb. and 3a. molecular orbitals, the

Walsh predictions and the preferred PE assignments are at variance. This

trend continues in SeCl_ and SeBr_. The discrepancy could be ascribed

to large differences in deviations from Koopmans' theorem for 3a and

lb_, or to the fact that the Walsh prediction for the order of 3a. and

lb? is not applicable to the present series of molecules. The good

agreement between experimental and HFS calculated ionization energies,

which are comparable with those calculated by ASCF methods, suggests

that differences in correlation energies between the molecular ground

state and the various ionic states are small. In addition, the close

correspondence between experimental and calculated 71-suins, generally

found when applying the sum rule to these AB molecules, indicates that,

as far as the ir-type orbitals are concerned, the Koopmans' errors are

probably small. Therefore large differences in deviations from

Koopmans1 theorem for 3a. and lb_ throughout the series would be

surprising. It seems more reasonable to assume that the order of 3a

and lb? should be reversed in the Walsh diagram. Moreover, the arguments

advanced by Walsh in his original paper to support his chosen order of

3a. and lb_ are not fully convincing.

In summary we feel that PE spectroscopy shows its full power when

applied to a series of structurally related small molecules. However in

most series of molecules of potential interest some are short-lived.

Therefore the development of techniques to measure PE spectra of short-

lived species is worthwhile. In this paper it is demonstrated that a

PE study of the short-lived SeF_, SeCl_ and SeBr. molecules provides

better insight in the electronic structure of AB molecules with twenty

valence electrons.
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